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 VANCOUVER, B.C.  

February 18th, 2021 

(PROCEEDINGS COMMENCED AT 1:01 P.M.) 

THE CHAIRPERSON:    I'm going to call this session in 

order.  Good afternoon everyone and welcome to this 

web-based workshop led by the Insurance Corporation of 

British Columbia in respect of its application seeking 

BCUC approval of its 2021 revenue requirements for 

universal compulsory automobile insurance, otherwise 

known as basic insurance, which results in a rate 

decrease of 15 percent for the policy year commending 

May 1st, 2021.   

  My name is Anna Fung and I'm the deputy 

chair of the BCUC and the chair of the panel assigned 

to hear this matter.  With me this afternoon are my 

fellow panel members, Commissioner Karen Keilty and 

Commissioner Bernard Magnan, as well as number of BCUC 

staff who will be introduced later and our BCUC legal 

counsel, Mr. Lino Bussoli from BridgehouseLaw LLP.  

  The purpose of the workshop today is for 

ICBC to present its application to the panel and to 

the interveners here and for all of us to ask 

clarifying questions about ICBC's presentation today.  

I remind all of us that there will be opportunity for 

us to ask detailed or technical questions in the 

course of the IR process that will follow this 
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workshop.   

  Before I call on ICBC to introduce their 

speakers and their presentation, I would like to 

remind everyone to try to remain within the scope of 

this proceeding, which is to review the merits of 

ICBC's proposal to reduce its basic insurance rates by 

15 percent for the policy year beginning May 1st, 2021.  

And while it may be tempting at times to stray into 

such interesting areas as ICBC's rate design overall 

or its optional insurance coverage, I urge parties to 

refrain from doing so within the confines of this 

proceeding, given the BCUC's limited scope of 

oversight over ICBC's basic insurance as prescribed by 

existing Orders in council.  

Proceeding Time 1:03 p.m. T2 

  Now, ICBC has sent to all parties a copy of 

the agenda for this workshop today, which is scheduled 

to last until 5:00 p.m.  I would ask that ICBC 

schedule a short break at a convenient time during 

they workshop. 

  I understand that counsel for ICBC will 

also be making submissions during or following today's 

presentation about the proposed scope of IR Number 1 

in this proceeding.  Following ICBC's submissions, I 

will ask BCUC counsel to call on those interveners who 

have not yet filed written submissions on this issue 
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to make an oral submission, followed by reply 

submissions as applicable.  The panel will consider 

all the submissions, oral and written, received to 

date and may provide further direction on the scope of 

the first round of IRs at or following this workshop 

as we deem appropriate. 

  Now, I'd like to remind all of you to 

please mute your microphones and keep them muted until 

you're called upon to speak and appear via the Teams 

video.  If you have a question or comment that you 

would like to make, please raise your virtual hand at 

the top of the Microsoft Teams video link to speak, so 

that we can maintain some semblance of order during 

the day.  And since we're dealing with technology 

here, I cannot promise you that everything will go 

smoothly without any hitches.  In a worst case 

scenario, if we lose anybody, I will temporarily 

adjourn the workshop and try and regroup and sort out 

where to go from here. 

  I'd like to remind everyone that this 

proceeding is being transcribed and also being webcast 

to the public.  Please note that no recordings or 

rebroadcasts of this particular workshop will be 

permitted beyond that maintained by Hearing Officers 

Mr. Hal Bemister and Mr. Keith Bemister of Allwest 

reporting.  Transcripts of the workshop will be posted 
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to the BCUC website of the proceedings webpage as soon 

as they are available. 

  A couple words now about confidentiality.  

As you're aware, while this workshop is limited to 

registered interveners who are appearing via the 

Microsoft Teams video link, we cannot guarantee 

confidentiality since we do not who may be sitting in 

the same room as you or who may walk by while we're 

each online within our homes or offices.  I do not 

anticipate the need to file any exhibits, including 

confidential exhibits, in the course of today's 

workshop, but if necessary we will deal with that by 

asking that they be filed with the Commission 

Secretary after the workshop in accordance with Part 4 

of the BCUC Rules of Procedure. 

Proceeding Time 1:07 p.m. T3 

  And to assist reporters with the 

transcription, please, please remember to state your 

name before you speak.  

  I will now call on the BCUC lead staff on 

this proceeding, Bonnie Guzman, to introduce to all of 

you the BCUC staff and consulting team who are 

attending this workshop today.  Thank you, over to 

you, Bonnie. 

MS. GUZMAN:     Thank you, Commissioner Fung, and good 

afternoon everyone.  My name is Bonnie Guzman, part of 
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the BCUC staff team.  It looks like they're not here 

with us quite yet, but we will also be joined today by 

Paula Elliott and Robin Fitzgerald, external BCUC 

external actuarial consultant.  We also have Leon 

Cheung, Amit Plaha, Miriam Streat, Hillary Cheung, 

Cory Vincent and Mellissa Mah as part of the BCUC 

staff team.  Thank you. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Thank you very much, Bonnie.  I would 

now like to call on ICBC to introduce the speakers and 

to lead off on their presentation today.  

MS. WRIGHT:     Thank you.  My name is Angela Wright, I'm 

the manager of regulatory affairs at ICBC.  First of 

all, I'm going to introduce the presenters.  First of 

all, we have Bill Carpenter, Vice President of 

Insurance, who will lead us through the first part of 

the presentation which deals with the key takeaways 

and some of the background on enhanced care.  Bill 

will then hand it over to Kelly Aimers, Chief Actuary, 

who will be covering the rate change request today.  

We also have some associates and our legal advisors 

attending and also some ICBC staff, all of whom may be 

called on to answer some questions. 

  I will be facilitating the meeting today 

and maybe I can just call on the other participants 

who can unmute themselves and introduce themselves. 

  So, please, can we start with BCOAPO?  
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Thank you. 

MS. WORTH:     Good afternoon, everyone.  This is Leigha 

Worth, L-E-I-G-H-A W-O-R-T-H, here as counsel with my 

co-counsel Irina Mis, M-I-S.  We are here as counsel 

and representatives for the residential ratepayer 

group known as BCOAPO et al.  Thank you.  

MS. WRIGHT:     And next we have the Insurance Bureau of 

Canada. 

MS. LEE:     Hello everyone, my name is Miranda Lee.  I'm 

policy advisor with the Insurance Bureau of Canada.  

Thank you. 

MS. WRIGHT:     Okay, thank you.  Mr. Litman? 

MR. LITMAN:     Hello, this is Todd Litman with the 

Victoria Transport Policy Institute.  I'm representing 

myself. 

MS. WRIGHT:     Mr. McCandless? 

MR. McCANDLESS:     Thank you, Richard McCandless, 

intervener and representing myself.  Thank you. 

MS. WRIGHT:     Mr. Landale? 

MR. LANDALE:     Yeah, my name is Richard Langdale and I'm 

a senior representing myself.  

MS. WRIGHT:     Next we have MoveUP, 

MR. QUAIL:     Yes, this is Jim Quail, legal counsel for 

MoveUP. 

MS. WRIGHT:    Next the Fournier Auto Group. 

MR. FOURNIER:      Hello, this is Rob Fournier, the 
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founder of the Fournier Auto Group, representing 

drivers looking for accelerated depreciation. 

MS. WRIGHT:     Next we have TREAD.  Mr. Weisberg? 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     I saw him in the waiting room 

earlier.  

MS. WRIGHT:     He was readmitted and he's showing up as a 

participant in the meeting and he looks like he just 

put himself on mute. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Okay.  Let's just go on, if you don't 

mind and we'll let Mr. Weisberg -- he does show up in 

the list of participants. 

MS. WRIGHT:     Correct. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     I suspect he's just having some audio 

issues, so let's just proceed, if you don't mind, Ms. 

Wright. 

MS. WRIGHT:     Okay, perfect.  So thank you for 

participating today.  And I just want to go through a 

few logistics.  We have a presentation and we will 

take a break at about 2:15.  At the end of Mr. 

Carpenter's address and introduction into enhanced 

care we will pause at that point to see if there are 

any questions which you can then unmute yourself and 

ask questions. 

Proceeding Time 1:12 p.m. T4 

  If you'd like to raise your hand, then you 

can do that also, and I'll try to monitor who's raised 
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their hand.  Now, because we've got more than 30 

participants, it's going to be a bit difficult to know 

who raised their hand first.  So, I will try my best.  

So apologies if you're not the first one, and I don’t 

get to you first, but we'll hopefully get through 

everybody's questions.  So we'll take regular breaks, 

at regular pauses for questions, and then we have a 

scheduled break at about 2:15.  We will take 15 

minutes break and then come back and Kelly Aimers will 

then talk about our rate request, our rate change 

request today which is a decrease of 15 percent.  

  As always, if you could please keep muted 

until you are asked to speak and ask your question.  

And if you're raising your virtual hand, please 

remember to lower it after you've asked your question.  

And I think that is about all, and perhaps I can now 

hand over to Bill to start us off. 

  And just a word before I do that, sorry, I 

will be flipping the slides, as is the nature of these 

times, we're all remote, and so please let me know 

when you want me to change over the slide, thanks.  

Over to Bill. 

PRESENTATION BY MR. CARPENTER:  

MR. CARPENTER:   Okay, thank you, Angela.  Good afternoon, 

everyone.  My name is Bill Carpenter, I'm vice 

president of insurance here at ICBC, and I want to 
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welcome you this afternoon to our workshop, and our 

revenue requirements application for policy year 2021.  

If you can go to the next slide, Angela? 

  Okay, I'm going to call off the slide 

numbers here, and the title slide is zero, and the 

agenda here is actually 1, and so I am going to call 

them off based on the numbers there in the lower left-

hand corner, so this is slide 1.  And it is our 

agenda.  So it looks like it's going to take us about 

two and a half to three hours, and we will have a 

break around 2:15 as Angela said.  Our intent with 

this agenda and this workshop is to provide you with a 

high-level introduction to the application, and help 

guide you in your review of its contents. 

  Skip ahead one more, to slide 3.   

  So given the time that we have today, and 

the fact that there is going to be lots of opportunity 

for questions to be answered in the manner that Angela 

laid out, and through the IR process, we're going to 

limit our focus in this presentation to explain the 

main crux of the application, which is the 15 percent 

decrease request that we've made in this application.   

  And first, before we get into that, I just 

want to get into our overall strategy, and about 

affordable insurance rates, it's really important to 

us here.  And over the last two years, improvements 
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have already been made to B.C.'s auto insurance system 

which have increased care for the injured, made way 

for fair rates, and help put ICBC back on the path to 

financial stability.  And these changes are working. 

  However, our current insurance system is 

still seeing far too much spent on legal costs, 

estimated at more than $700 million annually, 

including costs for expert reports, legal fees, 

disbursements, contingency fees, all these items 

charged by plaintiff lawyers, which typically range 

from anywhere between 25 to 30 percent, sometimes 33 

percent or more of a claim award.  And this remains a 

major reason why our insurance rates have had to rise 

every year in the recent past. 

  A similar amount to the legal fees is also 

being spent on pain and suffering awards each year, 

and other overall costs of settling injury claims in 

our litigation-based system, and those costs remain 

quite high.  And as a result, the auto insurance 

system we have today is not affordable.  It hasn’t 

been sustainable, and it's not really working in the 

best interest of British Columbians.  

  This new way of doing auto insurance in 

British Columbia with enhanced care will build on the 

success of the changes made to date the couple of 

years. 
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Proceeding Time 1:03 p.m. T5 

 But also help to address some of the outstanding 

issues of all these high costs associated with our 

current litigation based system and all of that will 

be in order to help achieve our most important goal, 

more affordable insurance rates for British 

Columbians. 

  So by removing this adversarial approach we 

have where if you're hit by another driver, you're 

suing that driver, the one at fault for the crash, and 

instead of -- in the new world instead of money going 

to lawyers and legal fees, the overall costs of our 

insurance systems will reduce dramatically over the 

whole system, including basic and optional, that will 

take out about $1.5 billion of costs in the first full 

year of enhanced care coverage and approximately 600 

million of that is saving accruing to basic insurance. 

  These savings will be passed on to British 

Columbians in the form of lower insurance rates.  So 

an average savings of about $400 for somebody who's 

buying a full optional from us combined with basic 

insurance.  About $150 approximately is the savings 

coming through basic insurance. 

  So such a significant change it's important 

to have experts reviewing the estimates.  We've had 

actuaries at EY who have independently reviewed our 
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overall Enhanced Care savings forecast and concluded, 

and I quote, that: 

"We find the approach followed by ICBC to 

estimating the impacts to basic and optional 

rates to be reasonable in accordance with 

accepted actuarial practice in Canada.  The 

combined premium impacts of the basic and 

optional changes result in average savings of at 

least $400." 

 So it's not just us, it's others that are reviewing 

our work and putting their stamp on it as well. 

  The application is for the policy year 

beginning May 1, 2021, which coincides with the 

introduction of enhanced care and it's in accordance 

with government directives and BCUC approvals, once we 

have those it's for a 23 month period that will end on 

March 31, 2023.  So they'll be stable rates over the  

-- once the decrease is in there will be stable rates 

over that 23 month period.  It includes a capital bill 

provision of 11.5 percentage points to enable rate 

stability for our customers until the next policy year 

beginning on April 1, 2023. 

  Kelly Aimers, our chief actuary, will go 

into much more detail than I am here about our 

application for a rate decrease in a few minutes.  I'd 

like to add that the rate decreases we've submitted, 
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it's just, fair, reasonable and in our estimate it's 

also in compliance with all government directions and 

accepted actuarial practice. 

  You can go to slide 4, please, Angela. 

MS. WRIGHT:     Can I just interrupt there, Bill, please?  

So I think we might have lost TREAD.  I can't see Mr. 

Weisberg on the list anymore.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Yes, I agree, he's no longer on the 

list of participants.  Would somebody like to reach 

out, perhaps from the ICBC team, just to check on the 

status of Mr. Weisberg? 

VOICE:     I can take that. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Thank you. 

MR. CARPENTER:     Should I continue, Angela?  Or are we 

waiting? 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     I think in the interest of time we 

should just continue, if you don't mind.  Mr. Weisberg 

will get a copy of the transcript in any event. 

MR. CARPENTER:     Okay, great.  We're on slide number 4 

now.  Besides providing enhanced benefits to all 

British Columbians injured in an automobile crash, 

enhanced care coverage will also include non-residents 

involved in a crash here in B.C.  Our coverage is 

already a part of accident benefits will be 

significantly increased, and new coverages are also 

being introduced.   
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  Now, the only way to expand coverage and 

lower rates, is to remove costs from the system.  

That's just what the enhanced care model does.  It 

largely removes legal costs from the system, and it 

replaces general damage awards with specific benefits 

payable as they are needed, and it passes the 

resultant savings on to British Columbia drivers.   

  Now, the enhanced care model was submitted 

under Exhibit B, the ICBC tariff amendments 

application in support of enhanced care, and it was 

approved with BCUC order G-13-21, dated January 14th, 

2021.  And this model, and the order G-13-21 form the 

basis on which this application and rate change is 

being -- is structured. 

Proceeding Time 1:21 p.m. T6 

  So if we can go to slide 5, Angela? 

  So, ICBC is very proud that more affordable 

auto insurance and significantly improved care and 

recovery benefits regardless of who is at fault are on 

the way for British Columbians with enhanced care.  

Enhanced care is the result of careful and considered 

design, consultation and collaboration with numerous 

external groups.  By learning from experts in other 

jurisdictions, we've brought the best ideas forward 

while designing to avoid some of the pitfalls felt 

elsewhere.  Care providers and advocates here in B.C. 
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have been consulted all through the process through 

the development of regulations, and to ensure that the 

care benefits provided reflects the needs of their 

patients.   

  Under enhanced care coverage, injured 

customers will continue to choose their own medical 

practitioner, just like today, this is not done by 

ICBC.  But ICBC will work together with the injured 

customer's doctor and healthcare providers, and may 

recommend additional support, such as integrated 

health practitioners to insist in getting the services 

and support needed to help people return as much as 

possible to their pre-accident activities.  

  Healthcare providers will lead the 

development of the injured persons recovery plan, they 

will have available the support from ICBC claims 

staff, who will coordinate with the injured person and 

each of their healthcare providers, physiotherapists, 

for example, chiropractors and others, to support the 

customized recovery plan, using the most up-to-date 

research to help ensure the best possible recovery.   

  At the same time as we handle claims 

through this new model though, it's important to note 

that we will still have claims devote -- claims staff 

that are devoted to settling claims under the current 

modified tort system, as well as the pre-2019 claims, 
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that occurred under the full-tort model.  While this 

is a complicating operational issue, it's important to 

note that only new claims, those based on enhanced 

care will impact the rate change that is the subject 

of this proceeding. 

  So if we can go to one slide, we're on 

slide 6. 

  In previous years, our rate change 

applications, the approved interim rate change was 

only applied to existing basic insurance certificates 

at the time of their renewal during the policy hear.  

In contrast, the current 15 percent decrease under 

consideration will apply to all claims that occur May 

1 and subsequent, which means the decrease will apply 

to all in force, basic insurance certificates on that 

date.  This gives rise to a rebate.   

  Now, for example, if you renewed your 

annual policy on January 1st, 2021, you'd have eight 

months remaining on your current policy as of May 21.  

We will refund you the difference between what you 

paid and the new, lower premium of enhanced care for 

those eight months.   

  Now, the requested 15 percent rate decrease 

applies to one, all in-force policies as they pass the 

May 1, 2021 launch of enhanced care on a prorated 

basis.  And two, all policies written from May 1, 2021 
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and forward.   

  Again, this is different from previous rate 

change applications where the rate change was applied 

to policies only on their renewal date.  The amount of 

the rebate is based on the proposed rate change in 

this application per the recently BCUC approved tariff 

pages in Exhibit B-2 on the BCUC 2021 application 

webpage.  If the BCUC approves a large rate decrease 

than the 15 percent, more of a decrease, there will be 

further rebate per government directive. 

  Can we go slide 7, Angela? 

  I've mentioned up front that our 

application is for approval of a rate decrease of 15 

percent.  In addition, we have other requests.  We 

request a change to the new money rate formula, which 

is used in the actuarial rate indication to determine 

the yield on new investment assets that will be 

purchased with future basic insurance premiums 

collected during the policy year, the policy year 

2021.   

  The current new money rate formula is based 

on the forecasted returns of six individual financial 

institutions, but now it would make more sense to use 

the forecast of our new investment manager, BCI.  

There are other minor requests that do not impact the 

rate in this application, in other words, they don’t 
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impact the request for a decrease of 15 percent, but 

have to do with requesting modifications to previous 

BCUC orders.  These minor requests can be found in our 

application in Chapter 1, Section D, page 7.  We 

requested in our application that we would like to 

direct the participants' focus to the rate related 

components, those that will be discussed today.  There 

will be some time at the end of our presentation to 

discuss our request, that the first round of IRs be 

limited to those rate related components, in the 

interest of process efficiency and to get everyone on 

the same page on how we arrived at our rate decrease 

request first and foremost. 

Proceeding Time 1:27 p.m. T7 

  After the first round of information 

requests we recommend that a procedural conference be 

held to contemplate whether this -- there is a 

requirement to broaden the review to the compliance 

aspects of the application which is secondary and not 

rate related.   

  And, finally, here we are on slide 8, 

here's an overview of our application structure.  The 

rate related components I was just talking about have 

been identified as Chapters 3 through Chapter 6.  

Chapter 7 houses our compliance reporting and response 

to various BCUC orders.  And then we have three 
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supporting chapters that provide an overview and set 

context to the application.  We hope that you find 

this format beneficial to separate out the matters 

most pertinent to the rate and those that are 

secondary.   

  Thank you for this opportunity and I'd like 

to now hand it over to Kelly Aimers, our Chief 

Actuary, who will discuss the rate application for the 

15 percent decrease in more detail. 

MS. WRIGHT:     So just going to pause there to see if 

there any question that anyone would like to ask on 

what we've presented so far? 

  Okay, so, Mr. Quail, do you want to ask 

your question? 

MR. QUAIL:     Yeah, I really don't understand what's 

envisaged by the proposal to restrict -- or the 

rationale either, the scope of IRs in round one to 

four of the chapters.  I gather that you're assuming 

there'll be second and further rounds where new 

subject matters will be raised for the first time, 

which is unusual, if I say, in Commission and other 

regulatory processes.   

  And I have particular difficulty with the 

exclusion of Chapter 7 for more thorough treatment 

given that it includes things like performance 

measures.  It just seems odd to me that there's this, 
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what appears to be a prioritization of portions of 

your application, while all of them are subject to 

scrutiny by the Commission with the participation of 

interveners.   

  So if you could explain to me what you see 

beyond the first round of IRs as the process that 

would give adequate coverage, including, presumably, 

follow up questions if our first crack at Chapter 7 is 

IR 2, I assume there's at least IR 3 that you see 

being built into the process.  It does seem 

inefficient to me.  Anyway, I'll let you respond. 

MR. GHIKAS:     Mr. Quail, it's Matt Ghikas.  There is 

actually a procedural conference scheduled for the end 

of the workshop where we're going to be dealing with 

that specific issues.  So perhaps -- and I will be 

dealing with those issues, so perhaps we can defer the 

procedural issues until then. 

MR. QUAIL:     Happy to do that, Matt.  I hadn't realized 

that that was the agenda for today. 

MR. GHIKAS:     Yeah, thanks, Jim. 

MS. WRIGHT:     Okay, so we have one more question, Mr. 

Landale? 

MR. LANDALE:     Yes, thank you very much.  I have a 

couple of questions with slide 4.  My first question 

based on slide 4, there is no mention of seniors and 

their impact.  Is there anything that somebody can say 
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something about that, why seniors aren't mentioned at 

all? 

MR. CARPENTER:     Everybody is getting a 15 percent 

decrease, seniors and otherwise, so. 

MR. LANDALE:     But I'll redefine it, increased coverage 

and it talks about income replacement benefits, 

personal care assistance and death benefits and it 

talks about caregiving, grief counseling and one of my 

other questions is permanent impairment and recreation 

benefit.  How do these benefits, for the purposes of a 

senior, how are they limited in this 7.5 million?  If 

they are limited by that 7.5 million. 

MR. CARPENTER:      I think that's a question for an IR.  

I don't know this is something we can handle here and 

it's really -- we're not even -- it's not part of the 

filing but, I mean, we can get answers to you for 

those question.  But enhanced care is kind of the law 

as of May 1, and what we're doing in this filing is 

talking about what we're going to do to the rates to 

respond to that.  So we're not filing to make any 

changes to these, they're already in place by law and 

by regulation.  

MR. LANDALE:     Yes, thank you very, very much.  Again, 

I'm just saying we talk about people who are working 

but we're not talking about people who are not 

working, like a senior.  So that's my point and, yet 
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it will be included in an IR. 

Proceeding Time 1:32 p.m. T8 

  Turning to slide 5, if we may, I've got to 

advance it myself.  There we go.  Consultations, it 

doesn't appear from the list there that any 

consultation has been done with seniors.  You talk 

about disability advocacy but there doesn’t seem to be 

anything to talk about seniors.  Who did you consult? 

MR. CARPENTER:     I think we consulted healthcare 

providers who provide service to seniors, so I think 

that was the way that that was handled.  

MR. LANDALE:     So there was no direct group you 

contacted? 

MR. CARPENTER:      No, and again, that's not the subject 

of this proceeding.  This proceeding is about the 

rates and, as I said, we don't make the law of the 

land.  I mean, we -- you know, we were consulted on 

that, that's government's responsibility and, you 

know, so we're telling about what occurred there in 

preparing for enhanced care, but those were set by 

government legislation and regulation, they're not set 

as part of this proceeding.  This proceeding is about 

the rates to support this new structure. 

MR. LANDALE:     I understand that, sir, I really do.  I 

was just referring specifically to the slide, that's 

why the question was put out.  Thank you. 
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MR. CARPENTER:     You're welcome. 

MS. WRIGHT:     Thank you.  So we have another question 

from Mr. McCandless. 

MR. McCANDLESS:     Thank you.  Just a general question, 

maybe it's part of an IR, I don't know.  I don't know 

if an IR would be considered.  But, anyway, I was 

wondering why you chose to do basically a 23-month 

policy year instead of a 11-month and a second one at 

12 months to line back up to the fiscal year? 

MR. CARPENTER:     Well, we're liming back up in 23 

months, so. 

MR. McCANDLESS:     Yeah, but why not 11 and then a second 

one at 12? 

MR. CARPENTER:     I think because some of it's just 

knowing what's going on with the new system.  By next 

December we will have settled, you know, a very small 

proportion of claims at that point in time.  So it's 

giving time for the system to mature and see what's 

occurring with claims.  And so it's going to take, you 

know, at least by the time we file at the 23-month 

point we will have a enough information at that point 

to kind of see -- well, to have a better idea how the 

new system is working. 

MR. GHIKAS:     It's Matt Ghikas again, Mr. McCandless.  

The specific legal answer is that it's coming out of 

Special Direction IC2.  It defines what the policy 
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year is.  

MR. McCANDLESS:     ICBC then was told to do this and we 

have to live with that. 

MR. GHIKAS:     I would phrase it as government determined 

to set the policy year at a 23-month period and that 

is what the Commission is required to do underneath 

the Special Direction IC2. 

MR. McCANDLESS:     Thank you for that. 

MS. WRIGHT:     Thank you, we just have one last question 

from Mr. Weisberg. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     I believe Mr. Weisberg's on mute.  

I'm sorry, Mr. Weisberg, but we cannot hear you.  

MR. CHEUNG:      It's Leon Cheung here, Commission staff.  

I believe Mr. Weisberg is trying to test his 

microphone and we are troubleshooting that behind the 

scenes. 

MR. CARPENTER:     Or perhaps he can ask it in the chat 

area or something and we could be able to address it 

at some point. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Yes, an excellent suggestion, Mr. 

Carpenter.  Anyways, we will let Mr. Weisberg ponder 

that. 

MS. WRIGHT:     Okay, I don't see anybody else's hand up 

so I'm going to move on.  I'm just going to skip to 

insurance ratemaking and Kelly Aimers is going to 

present on this.  
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PRESENTATION BY MS. AIMERS: 

MS. AIMERS:     Okay, thank you, Angela.  My name is Kelly 

Aimers, I am the Chief Actuary here at ICBC.  And if 

we could move to slide 10, please?   

Proceeding Time 1:37 p.m. T9 

  I'm going to start by walking us through a 

high-level overview of how insurance rates are set, 

including going through some of our actuarial 

terminology.  So, I'm going to begin with some of the 

key differences between ICBC and a typical utility 

company.  So, the first bullet on slide 10 states that 

ICBC does not earn a profit on its basic business.  It 

is a closed system, where any variance between 

required and collected premiums are kept in the 

company as basic capital.  

  Second bullet states that utilities set 

rates to cover costs that accrue in the year, where 

ICBC sets rates to cover costs and expenses for 

accidents occurring within the policy year.  And those 

costs and expenses can span over a long period of 

time.  So even though the crash occurred within the 

policy year, the actual costs can last up to 40 years 

after. 

  So, in order to estimate the full impact of 

a crash, we need to incorporate modelling, assumptions 

and expert judgment.  So we are going to spend quite a 
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bit of time on this concept today. 

  But one of the benefits of costs spanning 

over several years is that we can invest policyholder 

premiums that we collect today and earn investment 

income off of that money.  So that investment income 

allows us to charge lower premiums since, going back 

to the first point I made, ICBC does not earn a 

profit.   

  The next bullet states that similar to 

utilities, ICBC accounts for operating costs and 

depreciation of expense.  But this does represent a 

small component of our rates.  It's roughly 11 percent 

of our costs.   

  And the last bullet says that rates must be 

set in accordance with accepted actuarial practice.  

At a high level, this refers to the manner in which 

actuaries must perform their work.  They rely on 

professional rules, standards and principles within 

the actuarial profession.  And we will take a deeper 

look at this in the next few slides. 

  So next slide, Angela? 

  Okay, so we're on slide 11.  This just 

depicts a very simple example of how rates are set to 

cover costs.  So let's assume ICBC sells one policy 

within the year.  That policy is sold to Sandra.  She 

purchases her policy on May 1st, 2021.  Her policy 
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spans for 12 months, it ends at April 30th, 2022.  So, 

within that year Sandra does have a crash.  She has a 

crash on September 10th, 2021, and it is a serious 

crash and she sustains injuries.   

  So, because of that crash, Sandra will 

start receiving medical treatment a week later, and 

then because she cannot perform her job, she also will 

start to receive income replacement.  And what the 

rest of the arrow represents is that those medical 

treatments and income replacement payments will span 

over several years into the future.   

  So, looking at it from ICBC's standpoint, 

when we're charging premium for this policy, we have 

to estimate the probability of a crash occurring, as 

well as the total value of that crash occurring during 

this policy year.   

  So, not only are we looking at medical 

treatments and income replacement when we're analyzing 

what our premiums should be, we also have to consider 

other costs.  So that includes broker fees, or 

commissions, it includes operating costs.  So 

salaries, overhead, technology, and then that's offset 

by any investment income that we receive through 

investing the premiums upfront.   

  So, the purpose of this example is just to 

have a better understanding of the amount of 
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assumptions and analysis that is required to estimate 

the cost of one insurance policy, and how these costs 

can change several years into the future as more 

information is known. 

  So, bottom line is the precise cost for 

covering this policy is not known in advance at the 

time of purchase.  And as you know, ICBC doesn’t just 

have one policy, we have millions of policies, so much 

of the analysis that supports the rate change is 

relying on historical patterns and information to 

estimate the future.  

Proceeding Time 1:32 p.m. T10 

  The next slide, so we're on slide 12, this 

is a visual of how each of the buckets that we 

analyzed to estimate the premium needed to cover 

costs.  So we're going to spend some time walking 

through each of these buckets and what items are 

included in each or relating to ICBC in particular.  

But as the picture depicts its scale and going back to 

the first slide, ICBC does not earn a profit so the 

scale must be balanced in the end.  So total estimate 

of costs going out has to equal the total estimate of 

revenues coming in. 

  Okay, next slide.  So we're on side 13.  

We'll start off with the first bucket on the cost 

side, that's claims and related costs.  And this is 
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the biggest component of our rate indication is 

including our claims costs.  So the first item is loss 

payments.  So going back to our example with Sandra, 

those loss payments would be her medical treatments 

and her wage loss payments. 

  Second bullet under claims costs is 

allocated loss adjustment expense.  We use the acronym 

ALAE to refer to this.  And what this is is these are 

claims related expenses which belong to a specific 

claim.  So an example of this would be specialized 

medical reports.  Under the current tort system much 

of our ALAE was assigned to legal costs.   

  On the other hand we also have unallocated 

loss adjustment expense, which we refer to as ULAE.  

And those are claims related expenses which cannot be 

directly allocated.  And the majority of this expense 

refers to our adjuster salaries.  

  So our claims costs are estimated on a 

quarterly basis.  It is using known information.  So 

at the time of the claim we do collect all the 

information we can, we set up a care reserve, but 

ongoing, as you would expect, we do gather more 

information on that claim and we apply changes to that 

case reserve.  So at the point we have to estimate how 

that claim will develop over time and that's why we 

look at these on a quarterly basis because we're 
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constantly receiving new information on our claims 

costs. 

  Estimates must adhere to accepted actuarial 

practice and the next slide dives into more detail on 

that so I'll come back to that one.   

  And the related costs part of this bucket, 

this relies on road safety and loss management costs.  

So these are for our road safety initiatives, as well 

as any costs associated with handling fraud and 

investigations.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:     So, Ms. Aimers, it's Commissioner 

Fung speaking.  If you can just go back to the 

previous slid on page 13?  Is it fair to say that 

under the new enhanced care system, as contrasted with 

the full tort system which we had previously, the two 

biggest categories of change in terms of cost 

estimates would be in respect of loss payments and the 

allocated loss adjustment expenses? 

MS. AIMERS:     Yes, we're -- we've got a slide that shows 

this in detail, but that is the biggest decrease in 

our required premium need. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Okay, that's great.  Thank you very 

much. 

MS. AIMERS:     Okay, slide 14 starts off with our 

accepted actuarial practice.  As mentioned earlier, 

this refers to the manner of the work actuaries 
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perform in Canada.  It applies to all aspects of 

actuarial work and specifically it defines the 

constraints of judgment actuaries employ.  Throughout 

our application, you know, we do talk about judgment 

that use to set our costs and the accepted actuarial 

practice provides some constraints around that 

judgment.   

  Standards state that work should conform to 

accepted actuarial practice except when it conflicts 

with law.  And this is important when we deal with 

government directions.  So when a government directs 

something to BCUC or ICBC, even though it may not 

follow accepted actuarial practice, we must follow 

that. 

  The fourth bullet, we wanted to walk 

through some examples of how accepted actuarial 

practice is used in the application.  So the first is 

that rates should cover costs, including a provision 

for profit.  And I keep going back to this bullet 

point but we don't have profit in our basic rates, so 

in the case of ICBC that provision for profit is a 

provision for capital. 

  All costs must be an unbiased best 

estimate.  And what that means is that we must 

consider all information in setting our estimates, 

whether that's favourable or unfavourable data.  There 
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is no conservatism embedded in a best estimate.   

Proceeding Time 1:47 p.m. T11 

  The third one is, it is appropriate to use 

related experience when ICBC experience is not 

available.  And this is an important concept since 

both ICBC and Ernst & Young have relied on Manitoba 

Public Insurance's data to estimate the costs of the 

new enhanced accident benefits.  There is a government 

direction stating that ICBC must rely on Manitoba 

Public Insurance's data where applicable.  Our 

standards also state this is acceptable with suitable 

adjustments where relevant and appropriate.  And we're 

going to come back to this concept of applying 

adjustments when we're discussing the cost estimates 

for enhanced accident benefits because we do need to 

apply appropriate adjustments to the data to reflect 

differences in our models as well as differences 

between demographics between British Columbia and 

Manitoba. 

  The last bullet states that it is 

appropriate to use and take responsibility for an 

appropriately qualified external actuary's work under 

certain circumstances.  And the enhanced accident 

benefit claims costs are based on the results from an 

external actuary, from Ernst & Young's enhanced 

accident benefit report.  So that is included in our 
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application in Chapter 3.  And it is appropriate for 

ICBC to use and take responsibility for this work as 

long as there is confidence in the work and the people 

conducting the work, along with the appropriate 

communications, including how the work will be 

applied.  

  So based on these criterias, myself, as 

ICBC's filing actuary, and Mr. Weiland, who is our 

reviewing actuary, have reviewed Ernst & Young's 

report and have taken responsibility for the use and 

the determination of the actuarial rate indication.  

 So this highlights some of the areas where 

accepted actuarial practice is used within the 

application.  

  Okay, we'll skip to the next slide, so 

we're on slide 15.  So we're still talking about that 

claims cost bucket on our scale and how we need to 

estimate the overall cost of accidents for the policy 

period.  So we discussed the standards and principles 

that actuaries must follow in setting these estimates.  

Now we want to provide a brief overview of the 

components of these estimates.  And when we're talking 

about a loss in ALAE, we break this out between 

frequency, which is the number of claim exposures per 

policy, and severity, which is the average costs per 

claim exposure.   
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  And we're going to walk through an example 

because that's a big of a mouthful.  So let's assume 

ICBC now writes ten insurance policies and they are 

exactly the same risk, the same rate class, same 

territory, same listed drivers, they are exactly the 

same.  And within the policy year we have one accident 

and that one accident has four injury claimants and 

the total medical payments total $20,000.  So this is 

all of the claims that we have for all ten insurance 

policies.  

  So when we're looking at frequency as far 

as medical payments are concerned, we would look at 

the four injured claimants and we would divide by the 

total of ten policies written.  So the frequency for 

this would be 4/10ths.   

  When we're talking about severity, the 

average cost per claim exposure, we would look at the 

total medical payments that were incurred, which is 

$20,000, and we would divide by the number of injured 

claimants we had, which is four.  So the average cost 

per claim exposure or the severity is $5,000.   

  Now, when we're grossing that up to the 

average cost per policy, we take the frequency times 

the severity and that gets us to $2,000.  So that's 

the average cost per policy.  

  And I just want to pause here because we're 
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talking about averages and in reality every policy has 

a different cost because they have different risks and 

that's where the rate design gets embedded in this.  

You might list additional drivers, you might have more 

historical crashes.  So we're just talking about the 

average cost when we divvy it out between the ten 

policies.  

  Okay, and go to the next slide.  So slide 

16.  We're on our scale, we're still on the left side 

on the costs, we're going to come down to the capital 

provision now.  Capital provision is specified in 

Special Direction IC2 to BCUC and why is there a need 

for capital?  And capital is important, especially as 

we move into a new enhanced care model, as it is used 

to absorb any unexpected emergence in costs in the 

future if there are any. 

Proceeding Time 1:52 p.m. T12 

  So if the premiums that we have collected 

today are not enough to cover costs in the future, 

capital will be depleted to make up the difference.  

In addition, capital can be used to provide rate 

stability.  For example, with our past rate smoothing 

framework, that states that rates can only be plus or 

minus 1.5 percentage points of the prior policy year's 

rate change.  So if the actual rate need is more than 

1.5 percentage point of the prior year's rate change, 
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the difference between the rate need and the rate 

specified by the framework is absorbed through 

capital.   

  So, I bring this up because it just gives 

you an example of how capital can be used to keep 

rates stable.  But keep in mind for this policy year, 

that our rate smoothing framework has been suspended.  

  So, Special Direction IC2 requires that 

rates are set in accordance with our capital 

management plan.  That includes two components; the 

capital build, which is how we increase our capital 

levels towards a specified capital target, which is 

our capital management target; and the second 

component which is the capital maintenance provision.  

And the capital maintenance is designed to maintain 

capital at the desired capital management target.  So 

while the management target itself may not change, the 

underlying required capital levels will change as the 

risk of the business changes. 

  So, for example, the number of policies 

increase, or overall costs increase, so does the risk 

requiring additional capital to maintain that target.  

Again, that may be a confusing concept, but for this 

policy year we have a government direction stating 

that capital maintenance will not have an impact on 

this year's rate change. 
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  Okay, next slide, we're on slide 17.  We 

are still on the left-hand side of our costs, we are 

down to expenses.  So, for ICBC we have general 

expenses.  That includes our salaries and the costs to 

run ICBC's lines of business.  And unique to ICBC, we 

do cover the expenses of our driver licensing unit.  

The second bullet are commissions.  These are the fees 

paid to brokers for processing our policies.  And the 

last item is premium tax.  So we do pay government 4.4 

percent on our projected premium amounts.   

  Okay, so back to our scale, we did talk 

about all of the costs weighing it down.  Now we are 

going to move to the revenues that are offsetting 

that.   

  So let's start with investment income.  We 

do have two sources of investment income included in 

our rate change.  The first is investment income on 

our basic equity.  But the main source is really the 

second item on this list, and that's investment income 

from policy holder supplied funds.  And that is a 

fancy way of explaining our policyholder's premiums.   

  So investment income is earned on the 

premium revenue between the time we collect our 

policyholder's premiums, and the time our losses are 

paid.  So if you go back to Sandra again, our example, 

we collect her premium on May 1st, but she doesn’t 
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incur costs until September and the following years 

thereafter.  So we can take her premium, invest it, 

take that investment income, and offset the premiums 

that we need to collect. 

  So, investment income is influenced by a 

few issues -- or a few items.  One, the timing of our 

payments.  So it's when do we expect to pay our costs, 

and for how long we're going to be paying these costs 

out for.  And the second, it's influenced by our 

expected investment return, which is our new money 

rate.  So the payment patterns, that can be found in 

appendix set F of Chapter 3 within the application.  

More details on that analysis and our expected 

investment return or more information on the new money 

rate can be found in Chapter 5 of the application. 

Proceeding Time 1:57 p.m. T13 

  Okay, moving to another revenue item is our 

miscellaneous revenue.  We wanted to start off with 

driver penalty points and driver risk premium 

revenues.  These are premiums associated with 

contraventions.  So, for example, excessive speeding.  

If you have an excessive speeding ticket, you will be 

charged a driver risk premium.  So these premiums are 

collected since these drivers represent a higher risk 

of causing a crash given their risky behaviour.  So 

for basic insurance these premiums are collected 
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separate from a customer's Autoplan policy, but in 

total we take the amount collected from driver penalty 

point and the driver risk premium, we take those 

revenues and we offset the overall basic rate need.  

  Second bullet there is the payment plan 

financing fees, those also offset our overall rate 

need.  New to policy year 2021 is the unlisted driver 

accident premium.  That's new because this was 

introduced in the rate design effective September 1st, 

2019.  And that's the premium that we collect if there 

is an unlisted driver who is a household member, an 

employee or regularly drives the registered owner's 

care, causes a crash.  They could be charged a premium 

based on what they should have paid and what they did 

pay had they listed that driver.  

  So that premium is collected and it is 

offset our basic rate need.  As well as the last 

bullets of short-term surcharges.  If you have a 

policy of three months or shorter, there is surcharge 

on that and that premium also is used to offset basic 

rates.  

  Okay, so we got a little bit of animation.  

Angela, we're on slide 21.  So for those of you who 

can see the slides, we have our scale, we talked about 

the costs on the left, we talked about some of the 

revenues on the right.  So this picture demonstrates 
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that we need to balance out the scale with our 

required premium.  So our premiums need to reflect 

that the total amount coming in equals the total 

amount going out.  

  So this concludes the first half of our 

discussion.  We can take some questions? 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Ms. Aimers, it's Commissioner Fung 

speaking.  I have one question.  If you can go back, 

please, to slide number 14?  Thank you.  I just want 

to discuss a little bit the concept of accepted 

actuarial practice.  And, in particular, your second 

bullet under the fourth bullet -- sub-bullet under the 

fourth bullet.  "All costs must be an unbiased best 

estimate."  And my question to you is, as an actuary 

how do you reconcile that with, for instance, a 

government IC that says you must use Manitoba data in 

order to figure out what the costs should be in 

British Columbia?  Because one would say or could say 

that there are certain very obvious differences 

between Manitoba and British Columbia, and a better 

comparator might be, for instance, Ontario or another 

province altogether. 

MS. AIMERS:     I mean, the government direction does 

state that in the absence of data we are to utilize 

Manitoba Public Insurance, but the reason for that is 

because our models are very similar.  So it does make 
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sense to rely on Manitoba, but we do make adjustments 

and we are going to get to a few of those in some of 

the examples to reflect any differences between the 

models, including demographics. 

  So there are differences between British 

Columbia and Manitoba, you know, as far as average 

salaries are concerned or certain differences within 

our models, like, that we are aware of, we have made 

those adjustments and that is reflected in the 

government direction as well. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     So at the end of the day if it is 

within the judgment of an actuary as to whether or not 

you can reconcile the direction with what you consider 

to be an unbiased best estimate, is that correct?  

Subject to adjustments. 

MS. AIMERS:     Right.  I mean, the third one states that 

regardless of what standards we must apply due to 

accepted actuarial practice, we still have to follow 

law.  

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Right. 

MS. AIMERS:     So regardless, if government tells us to 

use Manitoba Public Insurance data in the absence of 

our own, we must do so.  But on the other hand we have 

made appropriate adjustments to insure that our costs 

do represent, you know, the cost of enhanced care 

going forward to the best of our ability.  
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THE CHAIRPERSON:     And to the extent you've made 

specific adjustments, I assume they are transparent 

within the application? 

MS. AIMERS:     Yes, and most -- oh, sorry, go ahead. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     As well as the rationale for those 

adjustments? 

Proceeding Time 2:03 p.m. T14 

MS. AIMERS:     Yes.  So we did see earlier that Ernst & 

Young, it is their report that highlights the analysis 

behind the enhanced accident benefits.  So these 

adjustments are highlighted in their report, which I 

believe is in appendix C.4.0, in Chapter 3.  So, they 

have a very thorough report which highlights the use 

of the Manitoba data and any adjustments that have 

been made.  

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Okay, thank you very much, Ms. 

Aimers. 

MS. AIMERS:     You're welcome. 

MS. WRIGHT:     Okay, we have two hands up at the moment.  

Mr. Weisberg?  Okay, maybe we can move on to Mr. 

Landale and come back? 

MR. LANDALE:   Yes, my name is Richard Landale.  First, 

Ms. Kelly Aimers, I congratulate you on your 

presentation.  I wear hearing aids, and I could follow 

every word, so that is a genuine appreciation, thank 

you. 
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  My first question is slide 10, where there 

is a mention of deferral of accounts.  And it brought 

to my mind that it says that ICBC follows utility 

rates.  And my question is, does ICBC use any kind of 

deferral accounts over any specific policy year or 

years? 

MS. AIMERS:     First -- oh, go ahead. 

MR. LANDALE:     I was referring to deferral accounts. 

MS. AIMERS:     Right, I don’t see where we say ICBC is 

based on utility rates.   

MR. LANDALE:     Can I, second bullet, utilities, set 

rates to public costs.  That is what captured my eye. 

MS. AIMERS:     Yes.  Okay, we are trying to differentiate 

between how utilities set rates, which they are 

setting rates that cover costs that accrue in the 

year, where ICBC is different.  We set rates on a 

policy year basis, and that's referring to claims 

costs that occur in that policy year, but the costs 

can span several years out into the future, which is 

different than utility rates. 

MR. LANDALE:     That's why I was referring to it as -- 

let me put it this way.  Policy has a claim that will 

span 20 years. 

MS. AIMERS:     Mm-hmm. 

MR. LANDALE:     And you assign costs on a prorated basis 

over that 20 years.  Now, is that fixed -- is that an 
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account fixed to that claim?  Or can you collectively 

defer those costs?  So as to reduce impact on the 

indicated rate change? 

MS. AIMERS:     No, there is no deferrals.  We are 

estimating what the total value of the crash will cost 

us, and that's the way we set our premiums today.   

MR. LANDALE:     Thank you, it's a great answer.  Slide 

16, capital provision, I'm just turning to that 

myself.  Slide 16, yes.  Please confirm, as much as I 

congratulated for your clarity of speech, could you 

please reconfirm this slide refers to the 11.5 percent 

capital provision? 

MS. AIMERS:     Yes, this slide is meant to be a general 

slide on capital provision.  And the next part of the 

presentation we'll get into the specifics of policy 

year 2021.  But yes, Mr. Landale, the capital build 

for policy year 2021 is the directed 11.5 percentage 

points of rate. 

MR. LANDALE:     Appreciate that.  And one more slide, 

expenses.  Is it true ICBC is compensated by the 

provincial government for their driver licensing 

costs?  And what is that reimbursement rate? 

MS. AIMERS:     That information I am not aware of.  If 

that could be part of an information request please? 

MR. LANDALE:     Fair enough.  Thank you. 

MS. WRIGHT:     Okay, thank you.  Next we'll go to 
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Commissioner Keilty?   

COMMISSIONER KEILTY:     Thank you.  I just have a 

question on a comment that Mr. Carpenter made about 

only new claims impact the rates.  My question is, 

what happens to changes and estimates?  Why is there 

no impact on rates for changes and estimates for prior 

policy periods and regimes? 

Proceeding Time 2:08 p.m. T15 

MS. AIMERS:     So rate setting is forward looking.  We're 

looking at costs that occur the next upcoming policy 

year.   We talked earlier a bit of why capital is 

important, and that is because if we didn't start 

rates in the past to cover costs, that difference gets 

absorbed by capital.    

COMMISSIONER KEILTY:    So it does not get absorbed into 

future rates? 

MS. AIMERS:    It does when we start implementing a 

capital management plan, if our capital is depleted 

because it is absorbing these variances, that's where 

your capital build function comes in, because your 

capital has dropped below its management target.  Now, 

for the past several years we've had suspension of our 

capital build to maintenance, so it hasn't influenced 

our last few years of rate changes, but once we have a 

capital management plan in place, it will impact it 

through the capital build provision.   
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COMMISSIONER KEILTY:    Thank you.  

MS. AIMERS:    You're welcome.    

MS. WRIGHT:   Okay, that was the last question, unless Mr. 

Weisberg is able to be heard. 

MR. WEISBERG:    Can you hear me now? 

MS. WRIGHT:  Oh, welcome.  Yes, we can. 

MR. WEISBERG:    Thank you.  So I've dialed in.  I'm not 

sure what the problem is, I've been through all the 

settings and none of them were necessary this morning 

when I was on a different Microsoft Teams call, so I 

have no idea what the problem is. 

  I'm here as legal counsel representing 

TREAD.  No questions at time but nice to be heard.   

MS. WRIGHT:   Okay, there's no further questions and we 

propose to take a fifteen minute break. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     All right.  We will reconvene then at 

2:25.  Thank you all.  

(PROCEEDINGS ADJOURNED AT 2:10 P.M.)    

(PROCEEDINGS RESUMED AT 2:27 P.M.)   T16/17 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Ms. Wright, I think you can proceed. 

MS. WRIGHT:     All right, thank so much. 

  Kelly, do you want to talk about the policy 

year 2021 rate change?  And Kelly's going to go into 

more detail here about our rate change application, 

thanks. 

MS. AIMERS:     Thanks, Angela.  Welcome back, hopefully 
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you had a few minutes to digest the first half.  Let's 

get into the second half, which will dive into the 

details for policy year 2021.  So if we can flip to 

the next slide?   

  So slide 24, we have talked through most of 

these but let's just reiterate starting with the 

regulatory framework for this application, as well as 

the government direction that's specific to rate 

setting.  So the first item is that our current policy 

year 2020 is extended to include April 2021, meaning 

that policy year 2021 will start on May 1st, 2021 in 

alignment with the introduction of enhanced care and 

it will span 23 months ending March 31st, 2023. 

  So that's unique since most policy periods 

only reflect a 12-month period and what this means is 

that ICBC will not be filing for another basic rate 

change until April 1st, 2023.  However, that does not 

mean that customers will not see changes in their 

premiums in that second renewal.  They can still incur 

changes in premiums due to adding drivers, changing 

rate class, gaining experience or a recent crash.  So 

we're just talking about the overall rate change.  So 

the next one will come on April 1st, 2023. 

  The third bullet talks about rate 

smoothing, it has been suspended.  And so the current 

smoothing framework states that rates cannot decrease, 
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so they cannot go below zero.  So in order to have a 

minus 15 the rate smoothing framework needs to be 

suspended.  In addition, the government direction has 

a capital build provision, that's where we have the 

11.5 percentage points of rate, as well as it states 

that capital maintenance can have no impact on our 

rate change. 

  The last bullet, it highlights the estimate 

costs associated with enhanced accident benefits is to 

be based on Manitoba Public Insurance data, given the 

similarities, with certain exceptions.  And we'll dive 

into that a bit in some examples to follow. 

  Okay, next slide.  This just highlights our 

policy year 2021.  It does span a 23-month period, as 

required from the government directive.  However, when 

we are looking at past applications in prior years 

they're shown as 12-month periods.  So for 

comparability purposes and for the purposes of our 

analysis and the presentation we have separated it 

into two policy periods.  So you'll note throughout 

Chapter 3 we've labeled PY 2021-1 to reflect the first 

11 months of the 23-month period and PY 2021-2 to 

reflect the final 12 months.  So, again, it's just for 

comparability purposes but the overall rate indication 

still reflects a 23-month period.  

  Okay, next slide please.  So we're on slide 
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26.  So before we move into the details of policy 

years 2021, we wanted to address COVID-19.  So for the 

purposes of this rate change we have removed all 

impacts from COVID-19 from historical data, so 

ensuring that it doesn’t influence our forecasts.  And 

we have not applied any judgment to our forecasts in 

response to COVID and the potential short and long-

term impacts it may have.  So this is similar to what 

other insurers have done in their rate applications 

around the same period.  

Proceeding Time 2:31 p.m. T18 

  So we're not saying that COVID will not 

have any influence on premiums or claims costs post-

May 1st, 2021, but rather we do not have a credible 

estimate available on what those impacts will be post-

May 1st, 2021. 

  There is so much uncertainty on the 

impacts, ranging from how fast people will be 

vaccinated to the potential shift away from transit to 

driving.  Therefore, for the purposes of this 

application, we have assumed that costs and premiums 

will return to pre-COVID 2019 terms.  And because 

basic is a closed system, any one-time impact that 

COVID-19 has, whether it's favourable or unfavourable, 

will be absorbed through our capital levels.  And any 

long-term impacts such as a shift in how often 
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customers drive, will be reflected in our ongoing 

trends.  And that will be picked up in our next rate 

change application.   

  Okay, so moving into policy year 2021, we 

wanted to just take a very high-level look at how do 

we get the minus 15.  And what this graph shows is on 

the left-hand side is the total amount of basic 

premium ICBC would collect for policy 2021 if current 

rates were charged.  So we call that "Projected policy 

year 2021 premium at current rate level."  And that 

total amount is 7.1 billion.  And then we move to the 

right, and that amount reflects the total basic 

premium we need to collect to cover costs in policy 

year 2021.  So these are the costs that are 

attributable to the new enhanced care product.  So 

this is what -- this compares what we would collect 

based on current rates, and it compares to what we 

need to collect to cover costs of the new system.  And 

the percent change between those two amounts is what 

the basic rate indication is.   

  Okay, so I will move to the next slide, 

we'll break this down a little bit further.  On the 

left is that projected policy year 2021 premium at 

current rate level.  Again, this is looking still in 

the future, we are looking at how much premium we 

would collect from May 1st, 2021, all the way through 
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March 31st, 2023.  So we do need to apply assumptions 

to the expected growth of our policies as well as 

expected shifts in our average premium.   

  And average premiums is a little different.  

What that means is that average premium reflects any 

changes in our mix of business.  So through that -- 

that can be through changes in rate class, it could be 

changes in our territory, levels of discount.  Average 

premium has to pick up any of those shifts in that 

business going forward. 

  So, an example of that would be, let's say 

we had a sudden increase in the amount of 

policyholders operating vehicles within the Lower 

Mainland.  So, Lower Mainland is a higher rated 

territory than our overall average.  So if we start to 

see a shift into Lower Mainland, our average premium 

is going to increase.  So that first bucket has to 

account for shifts in our policy growth, as well as 

expected shifts in our average premium.  So that's how 

we get to the 7.1 billion. 

  Okay, move to the next slide, so we're on 

slide 29.  This slide highlights the way we calculate 

our policy year 2021 required premium.  So we go back 

to the scale that we talked about earlier today, and 

required premium balances the scale.  So we look at 

the present value of the left side, the costs, the 
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capital, the expenses, and we offset the present value 

of the revenue items, the investment income and the 

miscellaneous revenue.  The required premium is what 

balances the scale to ensure that money coming in is 

the same as money coming out. 

  Okay, so we are going to take a deeper dive 

into this scale, and we're going to go though each of 

these components as it relates to policy year 2021, 

and we're going to spend most of our time on claims 

and related costs, given that is the biggest component 

of our required premium. 

Proceeding Time 11:10 p.m. T19 

   So, we have provided some numbers on the 

scale.  You'll notice to the left of each component 

we've provided some numbers and what that represents 

is the average premium.  So for required premium we 

need to collect on average $879 and if you look at 

each of the components, that's how each of these 

comprise within that $879.  So claims and related 

costs is the biggest component as you would expect.  

So that's $766.  The majority of that is for our loss 

and our allocated loss adjustment expense.   

  So to remind everybody, when we're talking 

about that ALAE, that is our medical report, anything 

that can be directly attributable to a claim.   

  Okay, we're going to refer back to this 
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graph, so I'm going to take some time walking through 

it.  This shows you our average loss in ALAE payments.  

I'm going to start with the left and that's where we 

were at our last public application.  That was the 

2019 revenue requirements.  When we were looking at 

our average costs just for the loss in ALAE payments, 

that was $976.  And the buckets represent how that was 

split between each of the coverages that we provided. 

  And then to the right of this, this shows 

you where we are today under enhanced care.  This is 

where we are for policy year 2021, and that average 

cost has dropped from $976 to $702.  And the biggest 

change that you can see there is from the blue 

buckets, which is our accident benefits and our bodily 

injury which is the orange buckets.  Accident benefits 

has gone up substantially, and that is because we are 

moving away from a tort-based system and we are moving 

towards a care-based insurance model.  And Bill walked 

through that earlier today about some of the 

enhancements that we're making.  But at a high level, 

we are providing customers with additional benefits 

and coverages that they need to get better, to return 

back to driving.  So that cost has gone from, on 

average, of $189, it's increased to $468.   

  On the other hand, our bodily injury, 

that's dropped from an average of $525 to $18, and 
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that's all due to moving away from a tort-based system 

which removes all the legal costs, the general damage 

payments, the expert reports.  The only costs that 

remain are -- the majority of the costs that remain 

are from any of our out-of-province accidents that 

occur, and we'll get into more details of what's left 

in bodily injury. 

  I wanted to pause here because this is an 

important concept as we're shifting away from bodily 

injury towards accident benefits.  

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Okay, so we do have one question from 

Mr. McCandless. 

MR. McCANDLESS:    Yes, thank you.  I haven't gone through 

all the legislation in detail.  Is it still fair to 

talk about Part 7 benefits or is that concept now 

gone? 

MS. AIMERS:   I'm assuming it's the same.  It's just -- 

MR. McCANDLESS:   Is there still a Part 7 that talks about 

accident benefits? 

MS. AIMERS:    I'm hoping somebody else on the call can 

answer this question. 

MR. McCANDLESS:    If I, in the IRs, asked about Part 7, 

would you understand what I'm talking about? 

MS. AIMERS:    Yes, yes.   

MR. McCANDLESS:     Okay, thank you. 

MS. AIMERS:    You're welcome. 
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THE CHAIRPERSON:     Okay, Bonnie Guzman. 

MS. GUZMAN:    Hi, this is Bonnie Guzman speaking.  Ms. 

Aimers, my apologies if you mentioned this, but I was 

wondering if you could clarify on this slide, on the 

left-hand side, if that is the average loss in ALAE 

payments under the modified tort system or is that the 

full tort system? 

MS. AIMERS:    That's the modified one for policy year 

2019.  Yes.  So those went into effect April 1st, yes. 

MS. GUZMAN:   Okay.  Perfect, thank you. 

MS. AIMERS:    Yeah.   

MS. WRIGHT:   Okay. 

MS. AIMERS:    Okay, I'll continue? 

MS. WRIGHT:    Continue on, yeah. 

MS. AIMERS:    Okay, thanks, Angela.    

  So if we can move to slide 32 please.  So 

we wanted to get into more details about how loss and 

ALAE payments are estimated.  

Proceeding Time 2:41 p.m. T20 

  So earlier today we discussed at a high 

level the principles and components of loss ALAE, now 

we wanted to take a deeper dive into how we develop 

those estimates.  So actuaries analyze frequency and 

severity separately for each of the coverages and we 

also do that for each historical loss year.  And why 

that's important is we rely on historical data to 
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forecast into the future.  We look at trends and 

patterns and use that information to estimate what we 

thing is going to happen going forward.   

  Now, if we go back to the new enhanced 

care, we don't have any historical data for the new 

coverages.  So we go back to the government direction, 

given the similarities in the product, that government 

has directed ICBC to use Manitoba Public Insurance 

data where appropriate and ICBC has relied on the 

analysis performed by Ernst & Young for these 

coverages. 

  For the other coverages, which again we'll 

also get into more detail, but basic vehicle damage 

coverage, that's our material damage, and our third-

part coverage, we do -- we are able to rely on ICBC's 

historical data for that.  But we want to highlight 

that even our historical data is not final.  If we go 

back to our example of Sandra, even though her claim 

occurred in 2021 she could still be accruing costs 

well into the future.  And that's the case for many of 

our historical claims.  So while some of these claims 

have closed and we know the full value, some of these 

claims are still open and their ultimate cost is based 

on an estimate.  So that analysis relies on historical 

development patterns, actuarial models, assumptions 

and judgment to develop the overall cost estimates for 
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each of our historical loss years.  So it's an 

important part of our application and the analysis is 

found in Appendix set D and Appendix C.4.0, which is 

the Ernst & Young report within Chapter 3 of the 

application.  

  So once we have this historical data we 

then use this information to forecast the costs to 

policy year 2021.  So we rely on patterns, we rely on 

measurable external influences and judgment to 

complete this exercise.  We're going to go through 

some examples in a few slides as it's a very confusing 

concept.  But the trending analysis is found in 

Appendix set C within Chapter 3 of the application.  

MS. WRIGHT:     So Mr. Litman has his hand up.  Would you 

like to ask a question? 

MR. LITMAN:     Yes.  In the February 1st press release and 

now during some of the previous discussion it was 

mentioned that part of the reason that -- part of 

justification for the 15 percent rate reduction is the 

COVID-19 reduction in mileage, in vehicle travel and 

claims, but I haven't seen any numbers to that.  What 

portion of the reduction in claim costs that we saw in 

one of the previous slides is explained by the COVID-

19 pandemic reduction in vehicle travel? 

MS. AIMERS:     So, COVID-19 has been removed from this 

application.  We are ignoring any impacts from COVID-
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19 and that is because we not have a reliable estimate 

to rely on for that.  So there is no impact from 

COVID-19 on the minus 15. 

MR. LITMAN:     Well, but I'm a little confused then 

because the press release that went out on February 1st 

implied that the 15 percent rate reduction is 

explained by the COVID-19 rebate.  They call it a 

COVID-19 rebate due to fewer crashes during the 

pandemic.  Now, am I confused -- is there -- was that 

-- did ICBC not say that or are we misunderstanding 

something? 

MS. AIMERS:     I'd have to see the February 1 release 

that you're speaking to, but I have a feeling that 

you're looking at the announcement of a rebate 

associated with COVID-19 and that's based on the 

impact that we saw between April 1st and September 30th 

of 2020.  It's separate from the basic rate decrease 

of 15 percent.  

MS. WRIGHT:     Okay, thank you.  Mr. Fournier has a 

question. 

MR. FOURNIER:     Hi, sorry, I had to find my unmute.  

Thank you.  So, regarding this, are you familiar with 

accelerated depreciation, Ms. Aimers? 

MS. AIMERS:     Not in a lot of detail. 

MR. FOURNIER:     Okay.  So I work with people making 

claims for accelerated depreciation.  Just, in 
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essence, it's the lost value a car suffers as a result 

of a car accident.  According to ICBC's business 

partner page this will no long be paid out under the 

DVDC policy.  And my question is, in the modelling has 

this been accounted for and if so where may I find 

those numbers? 

MS. AIMERS:     That I would ask if you could put into an 

information request, please. 

MR. FOURNIER:    Okay, thank you.  

MS. AIMERS:     Thank you.  

MS. WRIGHT:     Next is Mr. McCandless. 

MR. McCANDLESS:      Yes, I just wanted to clarify that 

there is confusion about the COVID rebate.  That was 

February the 2nd, it was announced of a 19 percent 

overall between basic and optional and it was 

estimated at $190 a policy, but it is quite separate 

from what we're talking about today.  

Proceeding Time 2:48 p.m. T21 

MS. WRIGHT:     Thank you.  And I believe we have one 

question from Ms. Worth. 

MS. WORTH:     Thank you.  So for the record, this is 

Leigha Worth and I just want to question, so there's 

been this reference to the Manitoban experience and 

how that has kind of influenced the way that your 

actuaries have come up with their estimates for the 

experience predicted going forward here in British 
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Columbia.  I'm just wondering if you could refresh me 

where in the application the insurer is specific about 

what aspects of the Manitoban experience you've used, 

how they've been used and then how they were adjusted 

to account for the differences between Manitoba and 

Vancouver.  Like for example, the cost of a 

chiropractor or a massage therapist in Manitoba is 

quite a bit less than here in British Columbia and 

most jurisdictions in British Columbia.  So I was just 

wondering if you could remind me where in the 

application that is or whether that is something that 

we would have to inquire about in our IRs? 

MS. AIMERS:     Sure.  I would refer you to the Ernst & 

Young report which is found in Appendix C.4.0 in 

Chapter 3 of the application.   

MS. WORTH:     Thank you very much. 

MS. AIMERS:     You're welcome. 

MS. WRIGHT:     Thank you.  There being no more questions, 

would you like to continue please, Kelley.  

MS AIMERS:     Sure.  Thanks, Angela.  If we could move to 

slide 34, please.   

  We're going to get into some of the details 

and we're going to start with third party liability, 

just given the big reduction that we saw in costs 

compared to policy year 2019 with the introduction of 

enhanced care.  If you recall, you know, right now 
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it's down to an average of an $18 average loss in ALAE 

payment. 

  So to start, just to remind everybody, that 

with the tort ban introduced under enhanced care, it 

has significantly contributed to the decrease in our 

overall required premium.  The majority of the bodily 

injury claims under enhanced care will be from crashes 

outside of British Columbia and in particular, in 

jurisdictions that are still under a tort system.  So 

you are driving your vehicle in the tort system which 

includes Alberta, Washington; you do cause a crash; 

you can still be sued for their injuries.   

  The projected estimated costs are based on 

ICBC's data.  There is no change to our out-of-

province costs, so we are able to rely on our own out-

of-province data to project the costs of policy year 

2021.   

  So if we go to the next slide we'll look at 

how that looks.  There's a lot of information on these 

slides so I will try to go slow but feel free to ask 

questions.  

  If you recall, when we talk about the 

average costs it's broken out between our frequency 

and our severity components, so that's what we're 

showing here.   

  So we'll start with frequency, which is the 
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number of claim exposures per policy.  What we show 

here is on the Y axis, that's our frequency and on the 

X axis, that shows our fiscal loss years.  The black 

dots represent our estimates of all of the frequencies 

for out-of-province third party liability, the bodily 

injury portion for each of the historical loss years.   

  As you can see, over the last ten years the 

bodily injury frequency for out of province has been 

declining which is depicted by that dashed line.  And 

so when we're trending forward to our expectation for 

a policy year 2021, we look at that trend and we 

expect it to continue, and that's what that dashed 

line depicts is our expectation of that line 

continuing through policy year 2021.  

  The diamond and the triangle, that 

represents those two policy year periods that we spoke 

about earlier.  The diamond is the policy year 2021-1.  

It's been annualized in the policy year 2021-2.   

  So if we look at just the overall number 

here, when you see a frequency of .02 percent, what 

does that mean?   And that's for every ten thousand 

policies, we have two claim exposures in the bodily 

injury space.  So it's a very small number and that is 

the main driver of these costs decreasing to $18.   

Proceeding Time 2:53 p.m. T22 

  If we look to the right-hand side, a very 
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different look.  If we look at all of the historical 

information on the average cost per injured claimant, 

that is the severity.  You can see historically those 

costs have been going up.  And out of province 

severity for bodily injury supports an increasing 

trend of close to 10 percent.  

  So, similar growth has been observed in our 

neighbouring tort jurisdictions.  So we did look at 

Alberta and Washington, and that's where most of our 

out-of-province VI claims occur, and they are seeing 

similar trends. 

  So again, this is based on ICBC's 

historical data, and when you combine the frequency 

and the severity projections, that's how you get to 

the $18 overall average of loss and ALAE costs for 

bodily injury. 

  Okay?  We'll move to the new enhanced 

accident benefits.  This is the coverage that has gone 

up in costs, where we started policy year 2019 at $189 

on average, we've increased that to $468 with the 

introduction of enhanced care.  We can speak a little 

bit about the coverages that are included under 

enhanced care.  The first one, the one on the left is 

the biggest portion, that's the medical 

rehabilitation.  That provides under enhanced care, 

higher limits, additional benefits provided for 
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medical rehabilitation coverage. 

  On the next bar, used to be called "Weekly 

Benefits."  It's now being relabeled as "income 

replacement."  So that provides wage earners, 

including those who are self-employed, and non-

earners, higher income replacement benefits compared 

to the current model.  So this is the amount that you 

collect if you're out of work. 

  Going to the third and the smallest bucket, 

this is the combination of death benefits and 

permanent impairment.  Death benefits, we also offer 

that in the current model, but there are substantial 

increases in the lump sum payments to the surviving 

spouse and the dependents of the deceased policyholder 

under enhanced care.  And the permanent impairment is 

a new benefit, which provides our cash compensation 

for the most seriously injured claimants. 

  Okay?  We're going to spend a bit of time 

on this slide, this one is a bit more complex, because 

we're going to get into all of the adjustments that we 

have been chatting about up to now.  So before we walk 

through these results, I just wanted to first 

highlight that these graphs and this analysis 

represents Ernst & Young's analysis provided in their 

report, which I mentioned earlier is found in appendix 

C.4.0.  But as also mentioned earlier, ICBC is relying 
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on this analysis for the purpose of this application.   

  So, again, when we're talking about lost 

costs, we're looking at the frequency times, the 

severity.  So we'll start with the frequency.  And 

there is a lot of information on this slide, so we'll 

start with the grey points.  The grey dots, that 

represents ICBC's historical data for the current 

medical rehab coverage.  So these are current medical 

rehab frequencies over the past few years.   

  So, we do rely on ICBC's data for the 

medical rehabilitation frequency, because we do not 

expect the propensity to claim an injury under the new 

model to change.  So the average cost will change, 

however the number of injured claimants should not. 

  However, we do need to make adjustments for 

the changes moving from the old medical rehabilitation 

product to the new medical rehabilitation.  And that 

is represented from the movement from the grey 

estimates to the black points on the graph. 

Proceeding Time 2:58 p.m. T23 

  And when we're talking about adjustments, under the 

current model, I'll just given an example, but these 

are highlighted in the application.  An example of an 

adjustment that we've had to make is that under the 

current model some claimant benefits have been paid 

under the bodily injury coverage with no medical 
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rehabilitation payment.  However, in the new model 

this will be covered under the new medical 

rehabilitation coverage going forward.  So we've had 

to make adjustments for the shift from the old to the 

new.   

  As far as trending forward to policy year 

2021 -- so now we're looking at the blue diamond and 

the blue triangle, if we look at the historical data 

to estimate how we think things are going to move 

going forward, there doesn't appear to be an obvious 

upward or downward trend in the historical data and 

therefore a flat trend was selected for frequency. 

  Okay, Angela, I'm going to have to have you 

animate a bit here.   Okay, so let's move to policy 

year 2021 severity, so this is the average cost per 

injury.   

  Do we have a question? 

MR. McCANDLESS:    Yeah.  Sorry, it's Rick McCandless 

again.  Back -- it doesn't matter which one, 36, 37, 

you said you didn't expect a propensity to file a 

claim to change from current practice under the new 

enhanced care, is that right? 

MS. AIMERS:    Yes. 

MR. McCANDLESS:    When you say -- 

MS. AIMERS:    Well, besides the adjustments, Mr. 

McCandless, sorry.  Yes. 
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MR. McCANDLESS:    But compared -- enhanced care compared 

to what?  Compared to the full tort or compared to the 

system we're in currently of the hybrid tort, or does 

it matter? 

MS. AIMERS:    The system that we are in today.  But it 

shouldn't matter. 

MR. McCANDLESS:    Well, I'm just wondering if it does 

matter because no more pain and suffering, that may 

change the propensity to file a claim. 

MS. AIMERS:    This one is meant to get at an injured 

claimant.  So an injured claimant would still need to 

collect medical rehabilitation coverage -- 

MR. McCANDLESS:    All right. 

MS. AIMERS:    -- whether the limits are X or Y.  So 

that's why we thought the propensity to claim that 

injury would be the same, yes. 

MR. McCANDLESS:    Thanks very much. 

MS. AIMERS:    You're welcome.   

  Okay, so we'll move to severity and the 

difference here is since we're looking at average 

costs for severity, we cannot rely on ICBC's 

historical data to estimate the policy year costs.   

So again, based on the government direction, Manitoba 

Public Insurance's historical severities are used to 

reflect the cost of the new benefit. 

  However, there are differences between the 
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models and those differences are reflected by an 

adjustment that we need to make between the grey 

points which are depicted on the graph now, that's 

MPIs, medical rehabilitation severity data, and we're 

going to make an adjustment to that.   

  And if, Angela, you could click, we'll show 

you the black points which are the adjusted 

severities. 

  So an example of an adjustment between MPI 

and ICBC is how payments between provincial health 

plans are accounted for.  Manitoba, they account for 

these payments in their unallocated loss adjustment 

expense.  So don't forget, we are just looking our 

loss, an allocated loss adjustment expense.  Manitoba 

accounts for their provincial health costs in their 

unallocated.  So it's not included in their grey 

points, whereas ICBC accounts for these costs in their 

loss and their ALAE.   So we need to make an 

adjustment to reflect that.   

  So it's just a difference in methodology.  

There's no right or wrong.  We do it here. 

  And before we move to the forecast, so how 

we get to the policy year 2021, we wanted to point out 

a difference between how inflation is accounted for in 

historical costs between Manitoba and ICBC.   

Proceeding Time 3:03 p.m. T24 
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  So Manitoba when they look at their 

historical costs, they strip out any inflationary 

impact in that historical costs.  So basically they 

restate their history to reflect current benefit 

levels.  And inflationary adjustments are handled as a 

separate component of the overall trend.  So all 

that's left, all that you see, any movement in their 

history, is due to the mix of claimants or change in 

utilization of types of medical treatments. 

  When ICBC selects their trends they account 

for both inflation and mix.  So it's just a difference 

in methodology, there's no right or wrong, but I 

wanted to walk you through that because, Angela, when 

you click the button to see how we project policy year 

2021, you'll notice that the trend, it looks to be 

steeper than what the data represents.  So we wanted 

to highlight that our trend in that both mix and 

inflation where the historical date just looks at the 

change in mix.  

MS. WRIGHT:     Before you move on, Kelly, we have one 

question from Ms. Elliott, if you'd like to ask you 

question, please? 

MS. ELLIOTT:     Yes, thank you.  I'm wanting to 

understand for the adjustments for the severity that 

have been presented in the filing in the Appendix 

C.4.0, how the mix of business between Manitoba and 
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B.C. is taken into account such that perhaps the 

percentage of commercial vehicles, long-haul trucks 

that are operating in Manitoba, that proportion of 

motorcycles in Manitoba and in contrast to B.C., how 

that different or differences between the population 

spread amongst the provinces between urban and rural  

-- so that mix of business between the two provinces, 

I haven't followed how that is accounted for in the 

evaluation of the severity. 

MS. AIMERS:     Just given the detail of the question, if 

you could please address that in an information 

request and we can address it there. 

MS. ELLIOTT:     Thank you. 

Ms. AIMERS:     Yeah, thank you. 

  Okay, so we went through a lot of details 

on this coverage but a lot of this is highlighted in 

Chapter 3, along with the other enhanced accident 

benefit coverages.  Just the purpose of walking 

through this amount of detail is just to highlight the 

assumptions and considerations and data that go into 

this analysis.  

  Okay, we're on slide 38 now.  So moving on 

to material damage costs, I didn’t spend a lot of time 

walking through the change between policy year 2019 

and 2021, but that was depicted through grey bars and 

the average impact on loss in ALAE in 2019 was $237 
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and under the new enhanced care under May 1st it's 

dropped to $201.  So it has come down, a lot of that's 

due to the decline in frequency.   

  But let's go through the coverages that are 

going to be under material damage.  We are introducing 

a new first party coverage and that provides vehicle 

damages occurring in province of up to $200,000.  But 

new to policy year 2021 is it does exclude hit and run 

incidents, that now will be covered under optional.  

  The second part of our material damage 

claims costs is our third party liability vehicle 

damage.  So this is similar to the bodily injury where 

-- but it represents the vehicle damage.  And this 

provides coverage when you're operating your vehicle 

in another tort system, such again as Alberta or 

Washington, you're at fault and you cause damage to a 

vehicle, you could be sued.  So the impact is very 

small again because, as we saw on the bodily injury 

chart, it's a very low frequency of how many claims we 

do have out of province.  

MS. WRIGHT:     I believe that Mr. Landale has a question. 

MS. AIMERS:     Okay. 

MR. LANDALE:     I'm very sorry to interrupt you, Kelly.  

I think I'm behind the eight ball here, it's not a 

procedural matter.  I was sent at around 12:30 a pdf 

file which has a dash workshop presentation in 
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brackets 2 and the slide that you have up at the 

moment is 38 but in the file that was sent me it's 

slide 42.  So from a transcript point of view things 

are out of sync to me.  I'm sorry to interrupt you.  

MS. WRIGHT:     That would be because we've got some 

animation in the one that we're presenting right now, 

whereas the animation in the one that sent out to all 

the participants has got those animations split out 

into separate slides.  

Proceeding Time 3:08 p.m. T25 

  So, what we'll do going forward from this 

point onwards, Mr. Landale, is that we will just 

instead of saying the slide number, we will just say 

what the title of the slide is, so that you can follow 

better. 

MR. LANDALE:     I guess I would like to ask, I appreciate 

the slides that Ms. Aimers is putting up.  So, can we 

actually get a copy of that at the end of the 

proceedings as a file?  Thank you. 

MS. AIMERS:     Angela, I can just add four to each of the 

numbers so we're in alignment with everybody else.   

MR. LANDALE:     That's very kind of you, and I appreciate 

it.  Thank you. 

MS. AIMERS:     Okay.  The last bullet on slide 42 is 

third party liability, and that is for the non-vehicle 

damage.  So, no changes here, but this portion covers 
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you for hitting a fence, or a house, and it's whether 

you are in province, or out of province.  Okay? 

  I will move to slide 43 now, title of 

policy year 2021 average required premium components. 

  So, we spoke about the claims and related 

costs.  We're going to come back to capital, and we're 

going to spend the next slide on expenses, investment 

income and miscellaneous revenue.  We're not going to 

spend you know multiple slides on these concepts, 

because it's similar methodology as prior years, but 

you can see how they contribute to the overall 

required premium, based on the amounts to the left of 

the bucket.   

  We did want to highlight the investment 

income, just because there is a greater offset 

compared to prior policy years, and it goes back to a 

our prior conversation that, you know, we are moving 

away from a tort system which consisted mostly of lump 

sum payouts, so we were paying our customers out a lot 

sooner, and we are moving more towards a care-based 

model, where payments are stretched out.  They are 

made as costs are incurred.  So therefore, we can take 

a customer's premium and invest it longer, and earn 

more investment income, and that allows a greater 

offset for the investment income piece.   

  Okay, moving to slide 44.  Angela, did you 
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move the slide? 

MS. WRIGHT:     Yes, I did.  (inaudible). 

MS. AIMERS:     (Inaudible) I can't see it.  Okay, I see 

it now, thank you.  A little bit of a delay. 

  Okay, so policy year 2021, capital 

provision, we're going to come back to that bucket, 

and that is the -- that's imbedded in Special 

Direction IC2, and that has been amended by government 

for this policy year.  And it does say that we must 

incorporate a capital bill provision of 11.5 

percentage points.  In addition, the capital 

maintenance provision should have no impact on the 

rate change. 

  This slide, it puts it all together, it 

goes back to that first slide we started with, when we 

looked at the premium that we expect to collect based 

on current rates, and then we've split up that middle 

section into the two components.  So, the first one 

being, you know, what's the premium that we need to 

collect to cover costs, excluding the capital 

provision.  So that would see a reduction of 26.5 

percent, and again that's largely due to introducing 

the tort ban.  And that's offset by the need to build 

capital, by the 11.5 percentage points, and that's the 

government direction.  And so that's putting money 

back into the business.   
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  So, just as a reminder of the importance of 

capital, it can be used to absorb any favourable, or 

unfavourable emergence that could be incorporated in 

the future, and it also can be used to keep our rates 

stable.   

  So where we combine the minus 26.5, with 

the capital bill provision of 11.5 percentage points, 

that brings us to the overall rate indication of minus 

15.   

MS. WRIGHT:     Okay, we have one question from Mr. 

Landale? 

MS. AIMERS:     Okay. 

MR. LANDALE:     Richard Landale, again, Kelly, I'm awful 

sorry to interrupt you, but can you tell me the dollar 

amount in that PY 2021 blue box as you call it?  How 

much is the dollars that we are talking about? 

MS. AIMERS:     I have to go back to slide, let's see, 

slide 27.   

Proceeding Time 3:14 p.m. T26 

   That shows that our starting point, so our 

projected premium at current rate level was 7.1 

billion and the required premium drops to 6.0 billion. 

MR. LANDALE:   That's a perfect answer.  Now I understand, 

thank you. 

MS. AIMERS:    You're welcome.  That actually concludes my 

high-level overview of the actuarial chapter, but I'm 
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hoping it provides some clarity, but I'll pause here 

if there are any additional clarifying questions.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:     I believe Mr. McCandless has his hand 

up. 

MR. McCANDLESS:    Yes, thank you.  

  Just again to clarify, the answer to the 

last question, that's for 23 months.  That's not for a 

normal 12-month fiscal period, correct? 

MS. AIMERS:    Correct. 

MR. McCANDLESS:    Thank you.  

THE CHAIRPERSON:     I believe those are the questions for 

now, Ms. Aimers. 

MS. AIMERS:    Okay, thank you.  

MS. WRIGHT:    I think that Leon has a question. 

MR. CHEUNG:    Yes, thank you.  Ms. Aimers, I think I 

heard in the investment comment that you made, did you 

say that with the enhanced care model the payouts are 

now sooner, so ICBC's investment horizon could be 

longer? 

MS. AIMERS:    The opposite.  It's we're moving away from 

the lump sum model which was under the tort system to 

more of a pay as you incur costs.  So payment should 

be spread out longer. 

MR. CHEUNG:     Okay, got it.  Thank you. 

MS. AIMERS:    You're welcome.    

MS. WRIGHT:     Anybody else?   Okay.  Thank you very 
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much.  And we're going to hand it back now to Bill 

Carpenter who is going to provide the summary and the 

next steps of our presentation.  Thank you. 

PRESENTATION BY MR. CARPENTER (CONTINUED): 

MR. CARPENTER:     All right.  Well, thank you for this 

opportunity to do this workshop and to get into a fair 

amount of detail on our -- and how the rate decrease 

was determined. 

  Angela, I think you can go to the next 

slide, please.    

  This one is labeled "Key Take Aways" and I 

just want to highlight that this filing is the 

culmination of a 2 plus year effort with government to 

bring affordability and rate stability to British 

Columbian drivers.  The result is this 15 percent rate 

decrease application.   

  The application is for a policy period of 

23 months beginning May 1, 2021, which coincides with 

the introduction of enhanced care.  And the 

application includes a capital bill provision of 11.5 

percentage points per government direction, and in 

this regard and in all respects in the application, it 

complies with all applicable government directives and 

finally, as required, the application is based on 

accepted actuarial practice.  

  Next slide.  Yes, this one is labeled "Our 
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Next Steps on the Regulatory Process", and here's an 

overview of the regulatory process set out in BCUC's 

Order G-12-21.  We look forward to the BCUC 

information requests on March 2nd, followed by 

intervenor information requests on March 9th, our 

responses to both sets of information requests are due 

back by April 14th and then followed by a procedural 

conference to determine the rest of the regulatory 

process.   

  And I guess turn it back to you, Angela.  I 

don't know if there's any other questions or going to 

the next step in the workshop here. 

MS. WRIGHT:    All right.  Thank you very much.  So if 

there are any other questions, please, and then we 

will take another 15-minute break.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:     I believe there's a proposal for only 

a ten-minute break. 

MS. WRIGHT:   Okay.  Sorry, I didn't hear that.   Ten 

minutes is fine, yes. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Okay, thank you very much, Mr. 

Carpenter and Ms. Wright.  We will reconvene then at 

2028 [sic].   

(PROCEEDINGS ADJOURNED AT 3:18 P.M.) 

(PROCEEDINGS COMMENCED AT 3:29 P.M.)   T27/28 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Thank you very much.  So I think it's 

over to you, Mr. Ghikas.  Is that correct? 
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MR. GHIKAS:     Yeah, I'm happy to start if you want to 

start with ICBC and the submissions, yes, I'm happy. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Yes, if you would not mind, you 

wouldn’t mind just setting out the explanation as to 

what it is that you are asking for in terms of 

limiting the scope of IR Number 1?  Then we'll hear 

from the interveners. 

MR. GHIKAS:     Certainly. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     And then we'll go back down the order 

and then ICBC will have a right of reply. 

SUBMISSIONS BY MR. GHIKAS:  

MR. GHIKAS:     Thank you.  The request is to focus the 

first round of IRs, Madam Chair, on the chapters of 

the application that actually affect the rate 

indication of the minus 15 that is being requested for 

this policy year.  And those chapters are 3, 4, 5 and 

6.  And the rationale for that -- well, first of all 

I'd like to just emphasis, this is the bulk of the 

application.  In essence the key proposal is to 

exclude from the scope Chapter 7.  And Chapters 1 and 

2 are in effect just a summary of the background and  

-- the background to the enhanced care and the 

legislative framework by and large and they are 

effectively driven by the legislative framework. 

  So the key and really the focus of our 

request is Chapter 7.  The rationale for excluding 
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Chapter 7 is that they do not have a bearing on the 

rate indication that's being requested.  And to a 

large degree this is getting back to the distinction 

that Ms. Aimers was talking about in about how rates 

are set.  The rates are impacted by the claims cost 

associated with the policies that are being written 

after May 1st.  And policies that were written before 

that and the changes that occur that effect their 

claims costs are not actually affecting the rate 

indication in the current policy year and in this 

application. 

  So this to a large degree dovetails with 

Ms. Aimers's point in that regard.  And the materials 

that are in Chapter 7, the comply- -- and this, it 

says this on page 7-1, but essentially the compliance 

reporting is covering a period up to the end of Fiscal 

2020 and 2021 which ends on March 31st, 2021.  So it's 

not -- and they don't include projections to cover the 

year that we're talking about in this application. 

  There are aspects -- my friend Mr. Quail 

mentioned the performance measures.  Yes, there is a 

request in respect of performance measures that is in 

Appendix 7A.  The changes there are very minor.  The 

appendix related to road safety, we're coming out of 

an application last time where we extensively covered 

the issues of road safety and what we really have here 
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I would suggest is by and large a stay the course 

message on road safety. 

  And the other aspects, 7E for example, 

relates to the RAAP, which is effectively the 

modification to the tort system that effect the 

policies of a prior rate year.  And so what we're 

essentially trying to say is these matters can 

appropriately wait until the next application.  Having 

gone through a lot of these issue in the last 

application, we can appropriately have those addressed 

in the next revenue requirements application. 

Proceeding Time 3:35 p.m. T29 

 But if there's a determination that the Commission 

needs to explore those further, that that could be 

done in a single round of IRs, being round 2. 

  My friend, Mr. Quail, earlier alluded to 

the potential for a round 3.  Our submission is that 

the nature of these things wouldn't require more than 

a round of IRs anyway and that our submission is that 

we can start focused in the current context and then 

really after that, you know, then consider whether 

it's actually necessary to deal with these in the 

current application or whether they truly can wait for 

the next application. 

  The rationale here is that there have been 

large changes.  You know, ICBC understands that there 
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are significant changes to the insurance system and a 

significant rate change, albeit a significant rate 

decrease which everyone no doubt welcomes.  But that 

is precisely the reason why in this case ICBC wants to 

really focus peoples' attention and the Commission's 

attention on those issues that are driving the rate 

change.  So it's a desire to focus the attention on 

what is truly of the most significance this year and 

it is of significance to policyholders, to really 

focus in on those issues.  And this would be a time 

when it would be efficient and fair, in my submission, 

to zero in on those and to push aside the lesser 

issues to deal with at a future time.  And that really 

is the essence of what we're saying, Madam Chair.   

  I will touch on, before moving on, a couple 

of the written submission before I conclude.  The 

intervener Repen, R-E-P-E-N, in his or her submission 

in Exhibit C1-2, that deals exclusively with rate 

design and in my submission, as, Madam Chair, you 

alluded to earlier in the day, that really is an area 

that falls outside of the scope of this application to 

begin with, irrespective of whether you approve of 

ICBC's approach to dealing with a narrowed scope of 

IRs. 

  Mr. McCandless has made a couple of points 

where he's interested and that information does relate 
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to prior years and has no direct bearing on the rate 

indication that's being sought here.  The other aspect 

that Mr. McCandless identified was with respect to the 

capital provisions, both of which, as I clarified 

earlier in the day, are actually the subject of 

Special Direction IC2 and aren't really matters up for 

debate in this proceeding. 

  So with that, Madam Chair, subject to your 

questions, I will leave it at that and deal with 

anything further in reply.  

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Okay, thank you very much, Mr. 

Ghikas. 

  Do the panel members have any questions of 

Mr. Ghikas before we call on interveners? 

COMMISSIONER KEILTY:     Not at this time. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Commissioner Magnan? 

COMMISSIONER MAGNAN:     No, not at this time. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Okay.  All right, thank you very 

much, Mr. Ghikas. 

  I'm going to now call on BCUC legal 

counsel, Mr. Bussoli, to call on those interveners who 

have not already filed written submissions on this 

issue in the order of their appearance to make their 

initial submissions.  And after that we will then go 

back up the order so that interveners have the 

opportunity to reply to other interveners' submissions 
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as well as Mr. Ghikas' opening comments and to be 

followed by Mr. Ghikas' right of reply on behalf of 

ICBC.  Thank you.  

  So, over to you, Mr. Bussoli. 

MR. BUSSOLI:     Thank you, Madam Chair.  So, yes, I am 

just going to call the interveners right now who have 

not made written submissions on the scope of IR 1 and 

then everybody, all parties, including the applicant, 

will have a right to reply.  

Proceeding Time 3:39 p.m. T30 

   So first up is British Columbia Old Age 

Pensioners' Organization, Disability Alliance B.C., 

Council of Senior Citizens' Organizations of B.C. and 

the Tenant Resource and Advisory Centre.    

SUBMISSIONS BY MS. WORTH: 

MS. WORTH:     Thank you very much.  For the record, this 

is Leigha Worth, W-O-R-T-H, speaking as counsel on 

behalf of the (inaudible), known collectively in ICBC 

processes as BCOAPO et al.    

  And I want to begin my submissions on this 

by echoing the opinion and position that Mr. Quail had 

put on the record earlier in this process, which is 

that if there is any intention or any possibility of 

discovery taking place on subject matters outside of 

the chapters that Mr. Ghikas mentioned in his 

submissions and that were addressed in the 
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presentation today, that we should do so for 

efficiency, regulatory efficiency in the first 

instance.  It just doesn't seem to me to be 

particularly efficient for us to be looking at a 

second round of IRs where we would potentially be 

having issues dealt with in the first instance rather 

than in the first round of IRs as is the normal 

practice. 

  Now, we would submit that in the materials 

in the chapters that are outside of the range that 

ICBC feels should be dealt with in this application 

are so unchanged and insignificant or immaterial that 

presumably there would be very little interest in 

pursuing the issues in this revenue requirement that 

might arise, but I do note that there is provision 

within the rules of practice and procedure for ICBC to 

challenge what's being asked on a variety of basis and 

that is something that is available to them, and it's 

certainly a situation where if there is a sudden 

deluge of IRs that come from outside of that range of 

chapters that ICBC has represented today as being 

particularly material, that there could be a quick 

request for submissions on those so that there could 

be a decision from the panel about how to proceed.  

  And while I appreciate Mr. Ghikas made his 

submissions in good faith, you'll have to forgive me 
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for not accepting his representations of the 

applicant's assessment of what's important or material 

to my client.  And I suspect that others within this 

group would also probably not appreciate necessarily 

what ICBC's assessment is of what's material to them. 

  What Mr. Ghikas offered is ICBC's 

assessment of what would be material to their 

ratepayers or to their policyholders, and while I 

think that that may have been offered in -- or I'm 

certain it was offered in good faith, what we've seen 

in this particular process are questions that fall 

outside of the very narrow scope that ICBC is 

proposing to proceed on, and that indicates to me a 

fair amount of interest in those other subjects.  You 

know, to such a degree that I think that it really -- 

it calls for serious consideration of and approval of 

discovery on those other issues. 

  And aside from that, I really have no other 

issues.  We're in the midst of sort of preparing our 

IRs, so I don't have anything specific to cite for 

you.  I don't believe that was the request that was 

being made today, it was more sort of, you know, "Do 

you want to go ahead as ICBC has suggested or are you 

going to propose an alternative?"  And I think I've 

made my decision on that. 

  Thank you.  So if there's any questions, 
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those are my submission. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Okay, thank you, Ms. Worth. 

MS. WORTH:     Thank you.  

MR. BUSSOLI:     Next stop is Movement of United 

Professionals. 

SUBMISSIONS BY MR. QUAIL:  

MR. QUAIL:     Thank you.  With all respect, this is a 

really strange proposal, and I say this as someone who 

has practiced before this Commission for about a 

quarter of a century.  I've never seen a suggestion 

like this, to carve off sections of the applicant's 

own application and place them out of bounds for 

consideration because that's what it would mean. 

  And what my friend, Mr. Ghikas, when say we 

can deal with that next time, that's 2023.   Part of 

his argument is that some of these issues they're 

suggesting, and I'll address this, are stale dated 

now.  

Proceeding Time 3:44 p.m. T31 

 While we've been dealing with them potentially two 

years from now.  ICBC is accountable to the public and 

to policyholders through the process of this 

Commission, and this goes beyond just the question of 

the mechanics of setting rates.  If you look at what 

is in Chapter 7 that they want to exclude, it includes 

-- 7(a) is performance measures.  So we're going to do 
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a revenue requirements of a regulated entity without 

looking at its performance measures, without any way 

of measuring the prudency of the way that they've 

actually been operating and the prudency of what they 

have in hand.   

  The information technology strategic plan, 

the annual information technology capital expenditure 

plan, fraud investigation metrics and so on.  These 

are not insignificant matters and they go to the 

accountability of the Corporation.  We're talking 

about a two-year, less one month, test period 

involving about $12 billion of policyholder money and 

there's the income from other sources as well, they've 

laid all of that out.   

  I just find it astonishing that ICBC would 

suggest that not just to interveners but the 

Commission itself and its staff would not probe into 

these matters.  They're obviously significant, they're 

part of the accountability of ICBC.  You know, this is 

-- okay, maybe from their perspective this is about 

focusing, but from the perspective of everybody on the 

outside this is about excluding, this is about 

preventing us from being able to ask simple questions 

about these various matters. 

  In Chapter 1, like, I can ask question -- I 

find, actually, I won't go on about this, but very 
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handy sometimes to frame an IR around the executive 

summary because you've got a little encapsulated 

statement of some aspect of the application, it's a 

handy and efficient way to frame an IR and why not?  

What is saved by carving this out, is what I ask.  

  Another concern that I've got is that, I'm 

sure the Commission -- the commissioners are all 

aware, interveners all rely very heavily on the 

Commission's very able staff to do the detailed, 

expert, technical work on these applications.  And, I 

guess maybe the staff have their own opinion, I won't 

put them on the spot, but I can't imagine that the 

Commission and its staff would prefer to not even 

briefly sink their teeth into some of these issues.  

The capital plan, this is not money that's pulled out 

of thin air, this is policyholder money that they have 

been spending and that lays the foundation for the 

expenses they're projecting into this very long, very 

expensive test period. 

  So for all those reasons I would say little 

if anything at all is served by excluding these areas 

and a huge amount is lost and, above all, what's lost 

is full accountability.  If this stuff isn't 

significant, why did they put it in their application?  

Why did they put it in their application if they're 

not prepared to be held accountable and ask questions 
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about it?  Why is it there?  I didn't see a little 

note saying, "We've decided to postpone a report on 

our IT plan until 2023 because we've got better things 

to talk about now."  It's there, we should be able to 

ask questions.  This is important, in my submission.  

This goes to the heart of accountability and the 

jurisdiction of the Commission and it's not for the 

applicant to decide that aspects that are subject to 

the jurisdiction of the Commission are not worthy of 

being explored.  

  Anyway, that's all I have to say for the 

time being, subject to any questions that the panel 

may have.  

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Are there any question of Mr. Quail?  

Hearing none.  Thank you very much, Mr. Quail. 

MR. BUSSOLI:     Next is Todd Litman. 

SUBMISSIONS BY MR. LITMAN:   

MR. LITMAN:     Yes, hello.  Yes, I'm interested in 

finding out to what degree the changes in mileage -- 

or I should say the changes in average vehicle travel 

that have been experienced during the last year and 

their effect on crash and claim costs are within the 

range, the scope, of this hearing. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Mr. Litman, are you asking an IR or 

is this a question with respect -- or is this a 

submission by you with respect to what should be 
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within the scope of IR number 1? 

MR. LITMAN:     Exactly. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     The issue that's we -- 

Proceeding Time 3:50 p.m. T32 

MR. LITMAN:     It's a question of the scope.  So ICBC in 

the past, in recent weeks has talked about a 

significant rebate to policyholders due to reductions 

in claims during COVID.  And maybe I misunderstood, 

but I thought that that was part of the 15 percent 

rate reduction that we are talking about now.  Now I 

understand -- now I've heard, just during this 

workshop, that that's not true.  That the rebate is 

separate from the rate reduction.   

  Regardless, I want to determine whether -- 

and I want to emphasize that changes in -- the 

relationship between changes in mileage and changes in 

claim costs, should be in the scope of this workshop  

-- of this review, and I want to check.  I want a 

statement to be clear, that that's true.  That we are 

allowed to ask questions related to ICBC's recent 

experience with changes in claim costs due to changes 

in average vehicle travel?   

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Mr. Litman, I think I hear that you 

are making a submission that should be within the 

scope of this particular proceeding.  However, I 

suspect Mr. Ghikas may have an answer to that in his 
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reply.  But that is precisely, I think, the issue that 

we are trying to grapple with in this phase of the 

workshop, which is what ought properly to be within 

the scope of IR number 1.  So I hear what your 

submission is, but I cannot provide you with an answer 

at this time. 

MR. LITMAN:     So, can I assume that unless I hear 

otherwise, that the discussion about the effects of 

COVID on claim costs is within scope? 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     I don’t know if we've made a 

determination to that effect yet.  We are just hearing 

submissions right now from all the interveners who are 

present at this workshop, including the applicant ICBC 

as to what should or should not be excluded from IR 

number 1.  So that is still an open question, in 

answer to your question, Mr. Litman. 

  Do you have any other comments, Mr. Litman, 

or can we move on to the next intervenor? 

MR. LITMAN:     Yes, that was my question, thank you.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Thank you very much.  Mr. Bussoli? 

MR. BUSSOLI:     Thank you, Madam Chair.  The next speaker 

is the Fournier Auto Group.  I'm not sure if Mr. 

Fournier is still available.  He indicated during the 

break that he had to leave earlier, but that he did 

not have any submissions.  So I'm just calling him now 

to see if he is available, or if he does have any 
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submissions, or if his position has changed? 

MR. FOURNIER:     I'm still here.  I have to leave in 

about two minutes, but I don’t have any submissions at 

this time, thank you. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Thank you, Mr. Fournier. 

MR. BUSSOLI:     Next is Towards Responsible Educated 

Attentive Driving, TREAD, Mr. Weisberg?  Fred 

Weisberg? 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     I believe he is on mute.   

MR. BUSSOLI:     Mr. Weisberg, I can see you are in the 

participant list, but we cannot hear you. 

  Madam Chair, maybe I'll just move to the 

next intervenor, and if Mr. Weisberg comes back on?  

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Yes, thank you. 

MR. BUSSOLI:     Thank you, Madam Chair.  Richard Landale? 

SUBMISSIONS BY MR. LANDALE:    

  Yes, good afternoon.  Madam Chair, thank 

you very much for the opportunity to speak.  I'm 

speaking as an independent senior, and in reading the 

800 plus pages, if I remember correctly, the word 

"senior" appears only once.  And that is my greatest 

concern. 

Proceeding Time 3:55 p.m. T33 

   As a demographic within the total 

policyholders in basic insurance, I think the last 

time if my memory served me, we represented somewhere 
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between 20 and 30 percent of all policyholders, and 

yet in this very, very important RRA, we're only 

mentioned once.  And that is a grave concern. 

  And I don't mean to be impolite but I am 

what I am.  Most of the interveners and people 

attending this workshop, we're qualified as seniors.  

So I say that respectfully and I ask you to take that 

into consideration.  When you think of me making a 

submission, you should be thinking of you, because 

actually in my limited capacity I'm talking for you. 

  Now, to that regard, I'm a little upset 

that ICBC has deemed it appropriate to say this RRA, 

which is now two years after 2019, is limited to the 

scope.  They put out 800 plus pages, seven chapters 

and a whole pile -- 200-odd pages, whatever it may be, 

of tariffs, and yet we're not allowed to talk about 

it.  I don't understand that.  That to me isn't 

transparent.  It ties your hands and in tying your 

hands, how can it be an open and public hearing for 

the benefit of all ICBC's policyholders?   

  So I question that validity and I think 

it's inappropriate.  Other people before me and after 

me will speak more eloquently to that, but I think I 

made my point.   

  I would like to say I'm totally kerfuffled 

-- the best word is kerfuffled.  How did the 
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government legislate in IC2, Special Direction, that 

this RRA should span 23 months?  I cannot find -- and 

I've tried looking.  I cannot find a decent answer 

that says, "Oh, ICBC thinks 23 months is better than 

12 months," or "better than 36 months".   There is 

absolutely nothing that I could find, and I may have 

only been looking for the last 14 days, the answers to 

that question.  So I am genuinely kerfuffled over 

that.  And it would be lovely to hear Mr. Ghikas, who 

I actually respect for his elloquency – he's always 

very, very good – could answer that question.   It 

would just be wonderful to hear it. 

  Moving on, I would like to take this 

opportunity, lastly, to say I think this first round 

from the workshop -- which I think was terrific.  I'm 

really delighted the BCUC accepted ICBC's offer to do 

this workshop.  In all the past years I have found 

them very valuable and of great assistance to me 

personally.  But I am also eager that there should be 

automatic – and I underscore "automatic" – procedural 

conference that might discuss whether there would be 

IRs or written submissions, whatever it may be.  I 

think that should be a guaranteed topic. 

  And respectfully, I thank the Chair, the 

BCUC and ICBC for this terrific workshop.  Thank you 

very much.   
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THE CHAIRPERSON:     Thank you, Mr. Landale, for taking 

the time to participate.  We really appreciate it. 

  Mr. Bussoli, I think Mr. Weisberg has 

returned.   

MR. WEISBERG:   Are you able to hear me? 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Yes.  Yes, we can, Mr. Weisberg. 

MR. WEISBERG:     Thank you. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Welcome back. 

MR. WEISBERG:     Thank you. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Do you have submissions on scope of 

IR number one that you would like to make to us at 

this time? 

MR. WEISBERG:     Yes, Madam Chair, I do, if I may 

proceed. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Please, go ahead. 

SUBMISSIONS BY MR. WEISBERG: 

MR. WEISBERG:     I'll start by referencing what stood out 

for me in my friend Mr. Ghikas' comments, and he 

suggested to the Commission that you -- and I think 

this is an accurate quote, "push aside the lesser 

issues". 

Proceeding Time 4:00 p.m. T34 

 But it seems to me that if you accept the proposal 

that ICBC has made, what you in fact would be pushing 

aside is the lesser parties, the parties that are not 

ICBC, and in that respect I think that would include 
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BCUC staff that always do a helpful and admirable job 

in preparing information requests. 

  TREAD submits that the ICBC proposal should 

be rejected immediately by the BCUC today in this 

workshop and go further than that and expressly 

discourage ICBC from making similar proposals in the 

future. 

  We think that there are several compelling 

reasons why the BCUC should not accept the proposal, 

and they come under four headings and I'll go through 

those now.  The first heading is BCUC must review the 

entire application.  First and most obvious that BCUC 

has a mandate to regulate ICBC, it's limited in some 

respects, but it is not, to my knowledge, limited in 

an ability to review the entirety of an application 

made to it.  ICBC's annual revenue requirements 

application is not a mere formality or a convenience, 

but it's an essential element required by the BCUC to 

properly carry out its mandate as well as to provide a 

reasonable level of transparency and information 

disclosure for its policyholders and interveners in a 

public hearing process.  Such review and discovery 

must not be constrained at the outset of proceeding 

unless there are compelling reasons.  And there are 

not such compelling reasons in these circumstances. 

  The BCUC's own letter, which is Exhibit A-
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4, in setting the stage for the workshop today 

expressly states, "The BCUC has established regulatory 

timetable for the review of the application."  Not for 

part of the application, not for the major parts of 

the application as ICBC deems them, but the 

application.  And to give meaning to that clear and 

unequivocal statement, the review must be of the 

entire application as it applies for a scope of 

information requests. 

  If ICBC deems certain portions of the 

application not to be "great related chapters," what 

was the rationale for including them in the 

application to the BCUC?  If those portions are 

entirely superfluous, then perhaps they should’ve been 

omitted.  On the other hand, if they provide necessary 

background or context to rate related chapters, they 

are a proper subject of information requests.  Mr. 

Carpenter's comments earlier in this workshop confirm 

that the other chapters, those that ICBC considers not 

to be rate related, do provide context and background 

the four so-called rate related chapters. 

  Next heading, ICBC's proposal is 

inconsistent with established information request 

practice.  The BCUC already has a well-established 

practice of permitting information requests that are 

relevant to matters raised in an application.  
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Notably, ICBC's justification for proposing 

information requests that apply only to four specific 

chapters does not provide any grounds to prohibit IRs 

on the basis of relevance.  If ICBC believes that IRs 

related to the portions of the application that are 

not rate related chapters are not relevant, then there 

is already a well-established practice for ICBC to 

state such an objection in its responses to such IRs. 

  ICBC's proposal would also offend and 

change the long established purpose of round two IRs.  

The Insurance Bureau of Canada's letter which is 

Exhibit C6-2 correctly stated that round 2 IRs are 

typically follow up questions that arise from 

responses to round 1 IRs. 

Proceeding Time 4:05 p.m. T35 

  Contemplating the potential introduction of 

a second round of IRs for an entirely different 

purpose would unnecessarily create confusion and 

unfairly prevent an opportunity for exactly such 

follow up questions to such IRs, unless a round 3 was 

granted, which simply makes no sense. 

  The third heading, ICBC's proposal is 

improperly defined.  If BCUC accepts ICBC's proposed 

constraints on the scope of IRs, it would preclude any 

IRs that arise from the ICBC presentations in the 

workshop today.  That would be expressly contrary to 
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intervener's reasonable expectations as well as being 

inconsistent with expressed assurances from ICBC 

representatives in the workshop today. 

  This workshop is presumably being 

transcribed so that it becomes part of the record in 

this proceeding.  A part which interveners may then 

rely on and reference as a basis for IRs.  ICBC's 

proposal would also appear to exclude any IRs on 

Exhibit B-2, which is the ICBC Tariff Amendment 

Application in Support of Enhanced Care.  Whatever the 

Commission decides today, or following today, those 

points will need to be addressed. 

  Finally, the fourth and final heading is 

ICBC's proposal would increase inefficiency.  Although 

ICBC expressly asserts that its proposed constraint on 

the scope and timing of IRs is "required for an 

efficient regulatory process," it would actually 

significantly decrease efficiency.  ICBC contemplates 

a separate procedural conference presumably dedicated 

to dealing with the possibility of a second round of 

IRs.  That procedural step can, and should be entirely 

avoided by the BCUC determining the question today.  

Limiting the scope of IRs, either today or at a future 

procedural conference, would waste the effort already 

expended by IBC and other interveners, and perhaps by 

BCUC staff, who have already reviewed the application, 
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and begun preparing IRs on the reasonable 

understanding that the full application would be 

within scope for IR purposes.  

  For the reasons I've just discussed, TREAD 

urges the BCUC to reject ICBC's proposal today, and 

without any further process.  Any further delay in 

determining the scope of IRs will further prejudice 

interveners, by requiring them to continue preparing 

IRs with the expectation that they will be permitted, 

but with the risk that their efforts may be completely 

wasted if the BCUC subsequently narrows the scope of 

the IRs.   

  I say that while keeping in mind that the 

deadline for submitting IRs, both by BCUC staff and 

interveners, has already been set.  That outcome would 

clearly be very inefficient, and the same potential 

for unnecessarily wasted effort applies to BCUC staff 

and its legal counsel, who presumably are in a similar 

position of needing to prepare IRs on the basis of the 

entire application, unless and until the scope of IRs 

is changed. 

  Those are TREAD's submissions, I thank you, 

and subject to any questions, that's all I have. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Are there any questions for Mr. 

Weisberg?  Okay, hearing none, thank you very much, 

Mr. Weisberg. 
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MR. WEISBERG:     Thank you.  

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Now, I think, Mr. Bussoli, that is 

the end of our intervenor list at least on the initial 

submissions, and now we are going to go back up in 

reverse order? 

MR. BUSSOLI:     Yes, I'm going to call on the interveners 

who have also made written submissions to reply to 

anything new that has come up from the submissions 

that have been made today. 

  So first, I will call Insurance Bureau of 

Canada? 

REPLY BY MS. LEE:   

  Hi, it's Miranda Lee from Insurance Bureau 

of Canada.  Insurance Bureau of Canada has provided a 

written submission on the scope of IRs, but we do have 

an additional comment in reply.  ICBC has proposed 

today that IRs for chapters outside of the rate 

related chapters could be dealt with in a future 

application.   

Proceeding Time 4:10 p.m. T36 

  Insurance Bureau of Canada's view is that 

the entire application should be dealt with as part of 

the first round of IRs and that the entire application 

should be dealt with as part of this application and 

not a future application.  And those are our 

submissions.  I'm happy to take any questions. 
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THE CHAIRPERSON:     Any questions for Ms. Lee?  Hearing 

none.  Thank you very much, Ms. Lee. 

  Now, I do notice that Mr. Landale, you have 

you hand up.  Is there something that you wish to say 

at this point or can you wait until we call upon you 

to make a reply? 

MR. LANDALE:     I will wait. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Thank you.  Mr. Bussoli? 

MR. BUSSOLI:     Thank you, Madam Chair.  Richard 

McCandless? 

REPLY BY MR. McCANDLESS:  

MR. McCANDLESS:     Yes, thank you.  I don't have a lot to 

say.  I do have a lot to say but I know the time is 

limited.  I'm neither a lawyer or an actuary or a 

statistician, so I'm probably a minority in this 

group, but I am fairly well acquainted with the 

history of ICBC's finances.  As some of you may be 

away, I've been studying them for the last seven or 

eight years and that includes an academic paper that 

was published looking at the 40-year history of ICBC's 

finances and the political implications of that.  And 

as well as having my own website called BC Policy 

Perspectives and there's a lot of information, most of 

it comes from ICBC, on that site.  And that includes 

historic information that I've been asking for during 

these rate requests, and the proposal on the table 
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would basically preclude continuing that historical 

information subject to some procedural conference that 

may or may not be ever scheduled. 

  I think this is a very retrogressive 

suggestion on the part of ICBC and I'm actually 

disappointed the panel's even considering it.  I have 

put in a submission with a number of points, many of 

them have already been raised and I completely agree 

with most of the points raised, especially by Mr. 

Quail. 

  And I want to spend just a minute talking 

about some broader perspectives here that ICBC doesn't 

want to talk about because it's basically precluded in 

the latest round of SD IC2, and parenthetically on 

that issue I would request ICBC to produce a 

consolidation because it's very confusing going 

through the various Order in Councils and this Friday 

we have a new one, 7421, that also is amending the 

special direction.  So a consolidation that comes out 

before the 9th would be very helpful. 

  I wanted to talk about the capital plan and 

that may get some folks a little concerned, but the 

Commission has a role to play more than just looking 

at the actuarial calculation to determine rates for 

the 23-month policy year, which just doesn't make 

sense.  But anyway, the capital plan and the targets 
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that were set by the Commission many years ago were 

based on the tort model.  And then the tort model 

modified by this so-called rate smoothing nonsense 

that limited the rate increase to 1.5 percent.  So you 

built in a major buffer in the capital plan.   

  Now we're moving to, thankfully, to a no-

fault system based on the Manitoba system and Manitoba 

has hundred percent MCT target.  We still apparently 

have 145.  The Commission needs to look at this 

seriously and not wait for another two years, four 

years or six years and start planning for a lower 

capital target now.  The government may not allow the 

target to be limited or reduced, but the Commission 

better take some position on this because your 

previous position is now well out of date. 

Proceeding Time 4:15 p.m. T37 

  So that is part of this whole package here.   

ICBC is saying it's a brave new world, and I’m sure it 

is, and we're moving into a system now that is long 

overdue, but we can't forget the past and there's a 

lot of things that still need to be reviewed and new 

things that are not even in the ICBC submission. 

  So that's where I'm at.  Thank you very 

much. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Are there any questions for Mr. 

McCandless?   Okay, hearing none, thank you very much, 
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sir.  

  And now, Mr. Bussoli, next intervenor? 

MR. BUSSOLI:    Thank you, Madam Chair.  Next is Darcy 

Repen and apologies for the mispronunciation if there 

was one.  

THE CHAIRPERSON:     I don't think Mr. Reppen is available 

to appear.  He's not able to attend the workshop, I 

believe.   

MR. BUSSOLI:   Okay, than that is -- I'm sorry, we'll go 

back to TREAD, Towards Responsible Educated Attentive 

Driving.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Mr. Weisberg, are you still on line? 

MR. WEISBERG:    I am.  Can you hear me? 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Yes, I can, thank you.  

REPLY BY MR. WEISBERG:   

MR. WEISBERG:    The only further comment I have is 

regarding Mr. McCandless' comments.  I just wanted to 

express agreement with him particularly in respect 

that TREAD is also disappointed and I guess surprised 

that BCUC is considering ICBC's proposal to the extent 

it is because it's simply inappropriate and it's 

wrong.  That's all I have.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Okay, Mr. Weisberg, thank you very 

much. 

MR. WEISBERG:     Thank you. 

MR. BUSSOLI:     Next is Richard Landale.  
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REPLY BY MR. LANDALE:  

MR. LANDALE:    Thank you very much, Madam Chair.  I just 

want to go back to my point about the word "senior".  

While I was waiting to talk I popped up the 

application and in Chapter 3, Appendix A.0 Targeted 

Premium at current rate level, page 12, in the top 

paragraph it says: 

"The overall downward trend is therefore mainly 

attributed to a lower than expected crash 

frequency as well as growth in the overall age 

65 cohort of drivers." 

 That's the very first time I've been referred to as a 

cohort.  Am I going back to Roman infantry?  Actually 

I don't quite get that point.   

  It then goes on to say, and this is where 

the word "senior" come up for the only time: 

"Since the customers who are 65 years or older 

are eligible to receive a senior's discount and 

the portion of customers who are 65 years or 

older has been increasing over time, this has 

contributed (and is expected to continue to 

contribute) to a downward pressure on average 

premiums." 

 The word "senior", as far as this RRA is concerned, is 

on that page, page 12.  Every other reference is 

either in the study or referring to other parts in 
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senior management in Chapter 7.    

  So that's my big beef, Madam Chair.  As a 

demographic we are totally ignored in this regular 

RRA.  Thank you very much. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Okay.  Thank you very much, Mr. 

Landale. 

MR. BUSSOLI:   Next is the Fournier Auto Group who I 

understand has actually left the meeting, so I’m just 

going to move to the next representative which would 

be Tod Litman.  

  Mr. Litman, are you available? 

MR. LITMAN:     Yes, I have nothing to add, thank you.  

MR. BUSSOLI:    Thank you.   Next is Movement of United 

Professionals. 

REPLY BY MR. QUAIL:  

MR. QUAIL:     First of all, with all respect to the 

people who have commented to the contrary, I don't 

think the Commission is to be faulted for receiving 

submissions before deciding on an issue that's been 

put to it by an applicant.  I don't see anything 

improper about that, and I'm pleased that we have an 

opportunity to be heard on it.    

Proceeding Time 4:20 p.m. T38 

  I want to correct -- I think I misspoke in 

one respect, and that is, that I think that I 

conflated policy years, when I start using the figure 
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of $12 billion, maybe Mr. Ghikas can correct me, but 

the 6 billion for the policy year I assumed looking at 

it, is the 23 month policy year.  So the entire bundle 

of money we are looking at through this test period is 

6 and not 12 billion.  So if I have got that wrong, 

please accept my abject apology. 

  In response to Mr. Landale, just to put 

your mind at rest perhaps a little bit, it's not 

uncommon, at least for other entities to apply for 

more than one year at time.  It's unusual it is 

unusual, but not unheard for ICBC.  

  My point was that the scale of -- the scope 

of what is at stake here has a bearing on the 

necessity of subjecting it to careful and thorough 

scrutiny.  I will also say that if you're upset about 

being referred to as a cohort, at least they don’t 

call you a Phalanx.   

  And I also want to echo the comments of my 

friend Mr. Weisberg about -- and I think I made this 

point earlier when I spoke, perhaps out of turn during 

the presentation, about second rounds of information 

requests.  It is not a reasonable remedy to say that 

we can address these issues the second time around.  I 

don’t know what is served by that, but to say well, 

we'll exclude if -- if we are entitled to ask 

questions that go beyond the dotted lines that ICBC 
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wants to insert in its application, we should be 

content with a second and only one crack at it.  Which 

means basically we are stuck with whatever answers, 

adequate or inadequate they might serve up first time 

around, with really little in the way of remedy. 

  Those are all my comments, and I am 

counting on the Commission to provide us all a 

reasonable opportunity to probe into every nook and 

cranny of this application, that is at least relevant 

to the jurisdiction of the Commission through this 

process, which does go well beyond the question of 

approving the bottom line of a rate increase or 

decrease.  It's very clear in the legislation, 

Utilities Commission Act, or the Insurance Corporation 

Act that you have far broader responsibilities than 

that in terms of holding ICBC accountable. 

  That is all I have to say at this point.  

Subject to any questions. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Any questions for Mr. Quail?  Hearing 

none, I just want to thank you, as panel chair, Mr. 

Quail, for coming to the BCUC's defence in considering 

Mr. Ghikas' request.  Much appreciated. 

MR. QUAIL:     Yeah, I'm not known for sort of saying 

things to be nice, but I do think that this is 

entirely proper process. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Thank you, Mr. Quail. 
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  Mr. Bussoli? 

MR. BUSSOLI:     Thank you, Madam Chair.  BCOAPO? 

REPLY BY MS. WORTH:     

  Good afternoon, this is Leah Worth speaking 

on behalf of BCOAPO et al.  I have a slight 

modification to offer in addition to what Mr. Quail 

has just said, which is that it is not at all improper 

for ICBC to be making submissions on what it sees as 

the appropriate process, just as we as interveners in 

these processes would be upset by the Utilities 

Commission making arbitrary decisions to limit our 

ability to apply for a change in scope or a limitation 

in certain inquiries that might come to our experts. 

  It is, and I mean this is sort of -- it 

feels a little strange to be saying this, but it is 

entirely within ICBC's, I don’t know, power to do so, 

and for the Utilities Commission to consider that.  I 

would hate to be seen as supporting a position that 

would arbitrarily limit the Utilities Commission, or 

the insurance company from bringing forward those 

types of considerations because I would not want that 

to be applied to me or to anybody else in this 

process.   

Proceeding Time 4:24 p.m. T39 

  So, aside from that, I have no other 

submissions for this panel in reply.  Thank you.  
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THE CHAIRPERSON:     Thank you, Ms. Worth. 

  I think that's the end of our interveners, 

so now I think we will go back to Mr. Ghikas for your 

right to reply.  

REPLY BY MR. GHIKAS:  

MR. GHIKAS:     Thank you very much, Madam Chair.  And I 

will start just with a couple of points here before I 

delve into the meat of things.   

  Mr. McCandless asked for a consolidation of 

the Act.  If he Googles "Special Direction IC2" it 

will come up in BC Laws, which is the website and they 

publish a consolidated version.  

  With respect to Mr. Landale's impassioned 

speech about seniors, and I understand completely 

where he's coming from, I think the challenge here is 

that the application that we are dealing with is one 

of a revenue requirement, where rates and that changes 

in rates apply equally to customers across the board 

and is not a rate design application where we make 

distinctions of the nature that Mr. Landale is 

referring to. 

  I would not expect in an application to see 

specific references, in a revenue requirements 

application, two different rate classes, territories 

and demographic groups in the way that I think Mr. 

Landale is expecting to see.  My submission is that 
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the application is on point for its purpose. 

  Now, delving into the meat of the matter, I 

was pleased that the temperature came down there at 

the end.  I do want to say, first off, that the 

submissions of my friends have focused on 

accountability and the role of the Commission in 

probing ICBC's business and, to some degree, touched 

on your jurisdiction.   

  I think, and in my submission it's really 

important to put into context what the documents in 

Chapter 7 are.  Those documents are compliance filings 

and they happen to be included in this application 

because that's the format in which they have been put 

-- required to be put forward based on Commission 

orders and they are set out in page 7-2, the listing 

of the compliance filings and the orders pursuant to 

which they have been provided.  But they're compliance 

filings.   

  The application, the revenue requirements 

application, the core of the application, is in the 

chapters that ICBC is trying to focus on here.  

Proceeding Time 4:27 p.m. T40 

 And while it has been a convention, I will concede it 

has been a convention to -- when these filings are 

included in the application to have information 

requests and process on these compliance filings, but 
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make no mistake, it is common for compliance filings 

to be made to the Commission with no process 

whatsoever.  None. 

  It is routine that as part of the 

Commission's exercise of its jurisdiction to ensure 

accountability, to ensure that public -- the public is 

digging in to a regulated utilities operations, that 

the utility files compliance filings with the 

Commission and they are reviewed as a matter of course 

by the Commission with no process, let alone two 

rounds of IRs and whatever other process follows upon 

it that my friends appear to expect as a given.  In my 

submission that is the wrong starting place. 

  That just as ICBC doesn't get to determine 

the scope of a proceeding by deciding, you know, what 

to ask for, equally true is that the scope of a 

proceeding shouldn’t be defined by what issues 

interveners find of interest.  The fact of the matter 

is that it's a balance and the rules that the 

Commission has published say it's a balance.  And it's 

a balance between fair, expeditious and efficient.  

And when you balance all of those things, in my 

submission, it speaks to wanting to -- it drives you 

to an outcome where you focus on the things that are 

actually driving what the central request of the 

application is, which is a rate change of minus 15 
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percent.  And it is entirely appropriate to have an 

application focus in on the matters that go right to 

the heart of the application and to determine that it 

is efficient or it is expeditious or it is fair to 

move certain issues to a future proceeding. 

  Because as a matter of course when you're 

in a relationship, an ongoing relationship between a 

regulated utility or ICBC with the Commission and with 

interveners, you cannot deal with all issues in one 

application every year.  There is inherently in these 

reviews and the long-term relationships going to be 

issues that have to be dealt with in the next 

application.  And that's just the nature of it. 

  And all ICBC is saying is that we are 

experiencing a very significant change in the 

insurance framework and it merits a detailed 

examination, it merits the attention of this 

Commission and a focused review on those things.  And 

ICBC is simply saying that when you look at it in the 

context, why not do -- why not focus in on those 

things and accept that the things that are more 

routine -- they may be of interest to people and 

that's understandable, but to take those compliance 

filings and deal with them in the next application 

when the materials will be different, they will be new 

compliance filings, they're filed on a regular basis, 
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they will be updated, and they can be debated at that 

time. 

Proceeding Time 4:32 p.m. T41 

   My friend, Mr. Litman, his submissions were 

about the COVID rebate.  And that's a perfect example 

of an issue that is of interest to an intervener, but 

it's not pertinent to what we're actually dealing with 

in these circumstances, which is to determine the 

rates for a specific policy year. 

  So that underscores that there has to be 

some assessment, not just of whether a matter is of 

interest to a particular intervener, but whether, when 

balancing fair, expeditious and efficient, it drives 

you to a particular outcome and that's what ICBC is 

asking the Commission to do, is to give effect to that 

balancing. 

  Another example of that is the Exhibit B-2, 

the tariff amendment on enhanced care and my friend 

Mr. Weisberg raised the "Well, is that in or is that 

out?"   Well, in my submission it is out.  That's an 

application that's been decided.  It's a rate design 

application, the order has been issued, it's been 

attached by the BCUC as an exhibit in the current 

proceeding, but the reality is it's an entirely 

separate issue of rate design. 

  Now, to the extent that that rate design 
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has impacts on the actuarial matters, by all means, 

and that is in fact addressed in the actuarial 

materials.  So that's absolutely fair game.  But in 

terms of exploring the merits of rate design, in my 

submission that has to be outside the scope.   

  So one final point is that my friend Mr. 

Weisberg spoke to the wasted effort, and, you know, I 

can't address that except to say that ICBC made a 

clear request on procedure at the outset of the 

application, and it was a clear request, it was 

recognized by the Commission that it would have to be 

dealt with and the Commission panel had set a specific 

time to deal with it, and as my friends, Mr. Quail and 

Ms. Worth acknowledge, it's entirely appropriate to 

have due process leading up to a proceeding.  And that 

may require somebody to redo IRs, but the reality is 

that's fair process and that's how it happened.  So 

that's -- you know, in my submission we just need to 

have the Commission give a fair hearing to the 

request, which is exactly what you're doing, and let 

the chips fall where they may and that's all ICBC is 

asking at this point.  

  So those would conclude my submissions, 

Madam Chair, and I have -- I am happy to take any 

questions you have.  

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Are there any questions for Mr. 
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Ghikas from my fellow panel members? 

COMMISSIONER KEILTY:    I have a question.   It relates to 

your comments, Mr. Ghikas, regarding the implications 

of COVID and I just want to clarify, like, the removal 

of the impact of COVID from certain estimates.  Is 

that not something that should be explored as part of 

examining the actuarial estimates? 

MR. GHIKAS:     It absolutely is.  That's a very fair 

clarification, Commissioner Keilty.  What I was 

getting at is more the rebate that I believe Mr. 

Litman was referring to as being related to 

circumstances associated with the previous policy year 

and not this one.  

Proceeding Time 4:35 p.m. T42 

  It's entirely appropriate for people to be 

exploring actuarial assumptions, one of which is that 

there's no adjustment for the COVID in the current 

application, absolutely appropriate and that would 

fall within the chapters that ICBC is asking the 

Commission to focus on. 

COMMISSIONER KEILTY:     Thank you, I have no further 

questions. 

COMMISSIONER MAGNAN:     I have no questions either. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     I see that Mr. Quail has his hand up.  

MR. QUAIL:     I just have a question.  If it's out of 

order then I won't pursue it, but it just occurred to 
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me, I've addressed the question of performance 

measures, they are one of the specific remedies, 

specific orders, that ICBC is seeking in this 

application's approval of changes to the performance 

measures and it references the discussion in Chapter 

7.  And the application talks about aligning the 

performances measures to the service plan. 

  Does that come back into the back door?  I 

just wonder what ICBC's position is on that, 

regardless of what we're talking about now, is all of 

that material in scope because of its incorporation 

into the particular remedies sought at large in the 

application? 

MR. GHIKAS:      I appreciate Mr. Quail raising that, 

actually, and I think that in retrospect the request 

about the performance measures should remain in the 

scope.  I think that when you're asking for relief 

with respect to performance measures that that should 

remain in.  I think it really is the bulk of it and I 

do appreciate the opportunity to clarify that. 

MR. QUAIL:      Sorry, it didn’t occur to me earlier. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Thank you, Mr. Quail, and thank you, 

Mr. Ghikas. 

  I do have a question for you, Mr. Ghikas.  

In your reply you seemed to put forward a slightly 

different submission than in your initial submissions.  
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As I heard you when you began, what you indicated was 

that to the extent that the Chapter 7 provisions are 

relevant to the rate application we can deal with that 

through a subsequent IR process if needed.  For 

instance, IR 2 or IR 3.  However, in your reply you 

seem to suggest a different solution which is, let's 

just defer it to a subsequent RRA altogether. 

  So I'm just wondering what exactly your 

position is with respect to what the Commission ought 

to be doing in this proceeding? 

MR. GHIKAS:     What I'm trying to say, Madam Chair, is 

that it would be entirely appropriate to defer those 

issues to the next application, but you can at the 

next procedural conference, which there usually is 

one, and you can at that determine that if in fact you 

aren't comfortable with that approach that you could 

specifically allow, in the context of round two, a 

departure from the traditional rule of just asking 

about the follow up questions to the first round of IR 

to deal with something. 

Proceeding Time 4:39 p.m. T43 

  But it comes back to my point where, you 

know, in the context of a compliance filing, the 

default on a lot of these compliance filings would be 

no IRs, not two or three rounds.  And so, we can 

accommodate a single round of IRs in that fashion, 
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just as efficiently as we could having that one round 

occur now. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Okay, thank you very much, Mr. 

Ghikas.  Those are all my questions. 

  I would like to suggest we take just maybe 

a five minute break, so that the panel can confer, 

privately, and we'll come back in five minutes, and we 

can tell you what we intend to do, in order to close 

out this matter, okay?  So, five minutes.  Thank you 

very much. 

(PROCEEDINGS ADJOURNED AT 4:39 P.M.) 

(PROCEEDINGS RESUMED AT 4:53 P.M.)   T44/45 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     Okay, I think everyone is back, and 

first of all, thank you to everyone for your patience.  

The Panel did want the opportunity to confer and come 

to a decision with respect to the request of ICBC to 

essentially limit the scope of IR number 1.  And we 

have carefully considered all of the parties 

submissions in this regard, and thank you for taking 

the time to make them, and I realize this has been a 

long afternoon, so I won't belabor it any further, 

beyond the fact that the Panel has considered the 

request, and has decided that based on the application 

filed by ICBC, that IR Number 1 should not be limited 

in scope, as much as we appreciate the desire on the 

point of ICBC to focus in on those aspects of the 
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application that they consider most pertinent and 

relevant to the rate reduction that is being sought in 

the application.   

  And in that regard, we note that there are 

clear rules of procedures set out within the BCUC 

Rules of Practice and Procedure that gives ICBC the 

(audio drops) questions out of scope, that may be 

posed by any party, whether they be an intervener, or 

for that matter, BCUC staff, in terms of issues that 

are not within the scope of the proceeding, and the 

remedies available to ICBC to access as ICBC feels 

fit. 

  So, in light of that, we would decline 

ICBC's request, but thank you for making the 

suggestion, and for taking the time to provide your 

submissions in that regard.  So --  

MR. GHIKAS:     Thank you, Madam Chair. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:     (audio drops) and our ruling in that 

regard.   

  Now, I just want to conclude by thanking 

ICBC and all the presenters who took the time this 

afternoon to walk us through the agenda on the 

workshop.  It's been very informative for all of us, 

and thank all of the interveners for taking time out 

during a very hectic period of time for everyone, and 

a difficult period of time, to be with us today, and 
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to ask your intelligent questions and to make your 

cogent observations on the application, and I look 

forward to seeing your IRs in IR number 1.   

  So, I just want to wish all of you a good 

day.  And that you, Ms. Angela Wright, for being our 

facilitator extraordinaire, and thank you for putting 

up with all of our questions and for being patient.  

And I wish you all a good evening, and a good rest of 

the week. 

MS. WRIGHT:   Thank you. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   The workshop is considered concluded.  

Thank you all.   

(PROCEEDINGS ADJOURNED AT 4:57 P.M.) 
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